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UPWA Bids Ike To Aid Bus Boycotters'

DEFENDER

Sot., unei30, 19$6

fornia

SAN BERNARDINO

Arkansas

Howard Assails
Sen. Eastland

By THERESA MORGAN

Miss Ss ivia Strickland, grand-daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
WARREN
Merritt became the bride of ThomBy MATTIE BURNETT
as Boyd recently. She is a gradThe Bethel Beacon Club and uate of Pasadena
City college and
members were delightfully enter- is now employed as a secretary
tained in the home of yours truly at San Bernardino County hospiand husband. The business rou- tal. Mr. Boyd is employed at the
tine and literary program were Finance Department of Norton Air
CINCINNATI, Ohio — President
Dr. Howard recounted the vivid
carried out and final plans were Force Base. The happy couple
Eisenhower was called upon to in- story of reprisal and terror launchmade for the Widow's Popularity reside at their home on •Muscot
tervene in the six-month old Mont- ee by White Citizens Councils.
Contest. Members present were: as'e.
gomery Bus Boycott to guarantee "How can Dulles talk about free
Mrs. Eddie Colin, president; Mrs.
that city officials obey the recent elections in Germany or behind
Rev. J. H. Finch passed away
Rosa Jones. Mrs. Jeanette Burns, at a local
hospital a few days ago.
federal District Court ruling out- the Iron Curtain," Dr. Howard
Mrs. Jimmy Jones, Mrs. Luva- Ile was a native of Texas and
lawing racial segregation in city told the cheering delegates, "when
der Gardner, Mrs. Lottie Mc- had been a resident of California
buses.
we can't have free elections in
Coy and Rev. P. H. Russell, pas- since 1945. On Oct. 16, 1955 he
The call to President Eisenhow- Mississippi?"
tor of Bethel AME church. The was married to Mrs. M at t ie
He warned the unionists that
et was made by the 800 delegates
next meeting will he in the home Thompson. At the time of het
attending the International Con- the threat of the White Citizens
Mrs. Ora Evans.
of
husband's passing, Mrs. Finch had
vention of the United Packing- Councils includes the labor moveA great and inspiring pro- just returned from the burial of
house Workers of America, AFL- ment among its targets.
gram was given at Bethel AME her father. We extend our deepest
C10.
I ASSAILS EASTLAND
church, last Sunday night. T h e
e paethns,
sa.'
By convention action the 150,Labor can solve what he called
event was the Widow's Popularity
Marshall spent last
.
Mrs. Serena
000-member union voted strong "the vexing problem" of MississipContest each contestant was re- week
in Fresno, Calif., with
support for the AFL-CIO's recent- pi Sen. James D. Eastland's stranresented with an offering. Par- relatives. She was accompanied
ly launched $2 million fund to glehold on the Senate Judiciary
ticipants on the program were by Mr. and Mrs. Thelmer Davis
fight discrimination in the South. Committee where he obstructs apas follows: Mrs. Carl Hall, Mrs. and children.
The "crusade for freedom proj- pointment of federal judges who
P. H. Russell, Mrs. Eddie Colin,
Allen Chapel AME church servect" is headed up by AFL-C10 might uphold the Constitution.
Mrs. Jimmy Jones, Mrs. Lillie ed a delicious benefit dinner last
J.
Octavia
Ester
Sellars,
Mrs.
N.
Mrs.
Gist,
Mrs.
Emma
and
Gaffney;
CaroAbbeville;
South
OF
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President George rileany and AFL- "You men in labor," he said,
Hadley, Mrs. E. J. Gilliam, Mrs.
Harley, Gaffney; Miss Mary
Giles, Spartanburg. Second
Marion; Mrs. Celestine G.
lina teachers enrolled at North
Sunday afternoon at the home of
CIO Vice-President A. Philip Ran- "hold the key to the placement
Frances Jones, Mrs. Sam Eller
Theo
Sumter;
Mrs.
Ramser,
sesMrs.
Benson,
City;
MiriLake
Marion:
Mrs.
Hall.
summer
J.M.
row:
college's
('arolina
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Childs.
dolph, President of Sleeping Car in high positions of men of integand yours truly, Mrs. Mattie B.
Thomas, Dillon, Mrs. Minnie
Mary Agness Morgan. Mullings
am Kenner, Blackville; Mrs.
sion are shown here. Front
Willie Frazier, jr., of St. Louis.
rity who have it in their souls to
Porters.
Burnett. Closing remarks were by
S. Deobow, Sumter; and Mrs.
Susan Riley, Columbia; Mrs.
Mrs. Elizabeth Rouse Gaskin,
row from left: Mrs. Iva Mae
Mo. is now making his home with
RIP U. S. CHAMBER
uphold the right."
the pastor, Rev. 13. H. Russell.
Lillia Elkins, Spartanburg.
Allendale; M1s, Reholtia NorIlarriette A. Rice, Camden;
Woods, Darlington; Mrs. Emhis aunt, Mrs Estella Frazier of
The big meat union, a former
The Negro and white delegates
Charles Lambert of El Paso, Chapman.
Edith
Mrs.
Burton,
wood,
Darlington;
Haddon
Darlington;
Anniece
Garner,
D.
Mrs.
ma
heard Dr. T. R. M. Howard, N. CIO affiliate, adopted a full proTex., and Mrs. Lambert who has
Willie Chapman (Pork Chop.S1
A. A. C. P. board member from gram of action in support of civil
been with the armed forces are
was called to his home in Georgia
Dyersburg, her daughter from De-1
Mound Bayou, Mies., who appear- rights and against segregation.
• now discharged.
troit is here with her.
on business recently.
The convention adopted a resoed as a convention speaker.
Prof. S. E. Bullock left SaturJames Ahmed who has been in
David William s rendered a night
Dr. Howard blasted a recent lution calling upon the American
I day for Norman Okla., where he
city several months visiting
St.
at
the
program
John
Medical
Baptist!
association
declare
to
its
statement by Boyd Campbell, head
will attend school for the summer.
his son, is returning to his home
church for Mrs. Essie Bailey's
to
discrimination
of the U. S. Chamber of Com- opposition
Rev.
P. H. Russell. Mrs. Emma,
Philadelphia, Pa., have visited Mr.
JACKSON NEWS
in Gary, Ind.
merce, who declared that NAACP against Negro doctors, nurses and By MRS. GEORGIA MeVEIGH E. Parks' mother, Mrs. Eva Club.
PICAYUNE
Mr. and Mrs. G. W Hammons,
•••
Mrs. Effie Mdckelroy, a teachhas been responsible for stirring other staff personnel in appointMrs Bruce ha or mons and chilB, SLEEPY PAIGE
Men's day will b, observed at Parks, and family here.
in the Houston, Texas public
er
KINGSPORT
up trouble among Negroes in the ments to hospital staffs. It also
Mrs. Aleas Daniels and children,
Mother Liberty CME church on
Mr. Freddie Lee Nichols who is dren, and Dr I). 11. White attend- school system is on vacation in
South on the issue of desegrega- called upon the
By
HAYES
HENRY
American Hospi- the third Sunday in July. T h e have returned from Wilkesboro,
now stationed at Fort Benning, ed the funeral of Mrs. Esther this and other California cities.
tion. The union officials commendBates in McGehee. They all motThe members and friends of Shi- Ga., spent last
speakers for the occasion will be N. C. where they spent a few days
tal
association
equal
to
of
use
hoeweek here visitShe has many relatives and friends
ed the work of the NAACP and
loh Baptist church, Kingsport, ing his
ored there.
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date.
with
latter
relatives.
a
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mother,
NiMrs.
Bell
in these places. While here, Mrs.
Lena
urged its suplort by the labor 'seal facilities regardless of race,
Prof. Howard Bomar the formC. N. Berry will serve as chairMrs. Jannie Bowden, has return- Tenn., celebrated the 3rd anniver- chols.
Muckelroy was the guest of Mr
movement.
creed or color.
er principal of Hermitage school.
man; Prof. J. A. Williamson, co- ed from Salisburo, N. C. where sary of their pastor, Rev. J. B.
Mrs. Byrd, Mr. and Mrs.
and
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Willis Ferguson is passed through the city en route
chairman.
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Liberty CME church had wonMrs. Carrie Richardson, 86, died
one half pound daughter born to mar is now president of Little kelroy and Mes Willie May Robderful service Sunday. The serv- here in the home of her daughter, morning worship at 11 a.m., with her last
week in the local hospital. Rock and is associated with the
ice was largely attended and the Mrs. Malissa Grayson, 301 Wel- an inspirational ddress by Pro- E. C.
Mrs. J. II. Muckelroy and Mrs
Griffin son of Mr. and Pine Bluff arsenal in the chemiKingsport.
Mufessor
Hord.
D.
F.
pastor, Rev. C. D. McKelvey, borne st., June 13. The remains
Willie May Robinson entertained
Mrs.
Chester
Crating
who
sufcal department.
sic was furnished by the Kinderpreached a wonderful sermon.
the visitor with a breakfast last
were shipped to Williamson, NV.
fers an injury in the ankle, is
Mrs. Velma Dantzier was a
Stewardess Board No. 1 met in Va. for funeral and interment, garten, intermediate, junior, senCARDOVA
morning at which time
Miss Shelia Marie Martin left
Saturday
home and doing fine.
recent visitor in St. Louis and
By MARIE BOLLINGS
for Chicago, Ill., where she will the home of Mrs. Lucile Hurt with with Mr. J. I). Ledford, funeral ior choirs and 'he Men's Chorus of
were joined by the Muckelthey
Mrs.
Helen
Abram
and
relaseine
spent
time with her sisShiloh Baptist church.
roys of Oakland, Calif. Mrs. MucMiss Essie Tate, one of the visit her brother, Bobbie Johnson. Mrs. Tiny Bennette, vice president director in charge. The remains
The Afternoon service was con- tives was called to Logtown dast ter and brother-in-law, Mr. and
The Progressive club gave their in the chair. The president, Mrs. were accompanied by her daughkelroy accompanied the Oakland
teachers of the Cardova Jr. High
ducted by Rev. C. C. Mills, Jef- week to attend the funeral of her Mrs. l'reston Layne.
with
Chicago,
in
was
Bryant
Lola
relatives back home where she
annual
picnic
78
the
on
Hwy.
at
and
Tex,
Grayson,
Houston,
school motored to
ter, Mrs. Malissa
Mrs. Emma liammon's daughferson City, Tenn., who delivered brother in law, Mr. Sippio Morse
continue her holidays.
tc bring her sister, Mrs. Martha the wayside tables. The mem- her husband, Mr. Frank Bryant, at Mrs. Kattie Fisher. and grandson,
who
was
drowned
in the Gulf. his ter, Mrs. Mary Holland and chil- will
a soul-stirring sermon on "Preache time.
30 young people with their
About
Mr. Joseph Richardson, and also 4 ing
Ann Settles and children back to bers are Mesdames Lucinda Stewand Preachers." Ile was intro- body was found near Long Beach, d:en of Lincoln. S. C.. are spend- chaperones, attended the A r e a
Mrs. Mary Cheairs and her son. Mr. 1Villiam Scott.
Leonard, Climmie
spend the summer with her par- art, Hattie
ing their vacation here with
(Weed by Rev. William H. Stokley, filiss.
other
Pasadena. Did
ents. They are Mr. and Mrs. Spen- Cooper, Minnie L. Bush, Gertrule Bruce, visited her aunt and
Mr. Isaac Hensley of Limestone, pastor of Central Baptist church. Ref. Jessie James have been relatives and friends in Little Branch Dance in
Tenn.
Decaterville,
in
relatives
local branch of
your
know
you
Steel and Mrs. Earlena Bankhead
cer Tate.
hosI
Memorial
at
Tenn., died here
Kingsport. The Senior Choirs of called to Pastor the Antioch Hap- Rock.
Mrs. Georgia Kelly was a weekNAACP now has two young
Mrs. Hattie Leonard and her who is the secretary.
pital, June 6. Mrs. Viola Ciichrest, Martha Davis Baptist church. Jef- listcherch near Colunibia. Miss.
The last rites for Miss Helen the
son,
her
of
home
the
in
visitor
end
people attending Valley college.
son and daughter, Lawrence and, Mrs. Vassie Wooden left for New
Mr.
Isaac
the
of
attended
funeral
Among
those
held
was
Mt.
ChapMays
at
Allen
Carmel Bapconfined to the loferson City, Tenn., and
Ohio.
An organization called the Corn
Jimmie Mae Leonard are spend- York to be with her sister, Mrs. Mr. Rowland at Cleveland,
el Baptist church, Parrottsville, cal hospital last week were tist church on June 14. The Rev. munity Education Project with
received her B.S. Hensley in Limestone, Tenn.
ing the summer in Cleveland, Ohio Annie L. Ledlow who is in the Mrs. Kelly, jr.,
Rev. W. P. Wagner, occupied the Tenn., rendered the music. M r s.' Marie Ilarris, John (Poto Rica) Pink Ridgel. officiated. She is sur- headquarters at Valley college has
May 28,
sisiting Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Kel- hospital. We all wish her a very degree at Lane college
pulpit of Thankful Baptist church Belle Dulaney gave a beautiful Lino, Mary Dukes, King Manuel, vived by her mother. Mrs. Rosa underwent the process of finding,
1956.
ly. They will also visit Mr. and speedy recovery.
Mildred Turner, Derphine Jack- Mays and a step father Edgar
The Missionary Society of Liber- on June 17 due to the absence of welcome address to our many
homes, food, clothes and helpMrs. McGee in Chicago, Ill.
son, and Joanna McMillon.
Mays and other relatives and
Miss Maude Davis left for Cleve- ty CME church met in the home of the pastor, Rev. J. F. Birchette, friends and visitors.
with personal problems of the
ing
• •
friends. Her uncle, Omer HarThe evening services featured
land, Ohio where she will make the secretary. Mrs. Florence Ward jr., who has gone to Los Angeles,
people. They are interested in the
din of California and her aunt
people
her home with her brothers, Lee, on Lane ave. At this meeting we Calif., to attend the National Sun- Mrs. Hazel Lindsay, Kingsport, MERIDIAN
people and helping the
AdTexas attended the funeral.
Inspirational
from
Congress.
the
BTU
in
and
School
day
Tenn.,
James and Bud Davis.
our
by
were given some lights
Why not call Valley college and
Negro barbers and beauticians
Our deepest sympathy goes to
Mrs. Hazel Moore, has been in- dress.
will be
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Evans and! president, Mrs. Georgia Kelley,
from throughout
the state will ga- the bereaved family of Mrs. Man- ask about C. E. P.? They
.
Tributes to the pastor were giv- ther
group
the
to
you
Miss Annie L. Glenn of Detroit, who attended the four-day Mis- disposed.
direct
city on July 8-11 for da Johnson in the recent passing glad to
Mich. arrived recently for a visit sionary Council'at Lane college. I Mrs. Josephine Solomon, has re- en by Mrs. Mildred Davis and their Annual meeting.
you or send someone to
nearest
UNITY
to Mrs. Evans' grandmother,1 Eight graduates have been turned from Etta Bena, Miss., Mr. Frank Lynch, and M r s. . This will be the first meeting of of her husband, Sam Johnson. meet with you and your friends
pasBy MRS. MONETTE E. VAUGHN Mrs. Susie Thompson.
Their son, Pete Johnson came
awarded certificates from the J.! where she was a teacher at Laflo- Gladys Edwards presented the
the barbers, however, this is the from Detroit, Mich., to attend and tell you all about it.
cora
with
Gaines
School.
Mrs.
Training
and
County
Sgt. Curtis Edward Hardamon,
ra
tor
a
Religion,
of
School
Campbell
Miss Dorothy Bankhead daugh- L
16th anulI
gathering of the beau- his father's funeral.
Beth 440, and 3523 Household of sage in behalf of the church. ticians.
who has been serving in the U. S. ter of Mr. and Mrs. George Bank- unit of the American Baptist The•
•
is•
vocal
a
visitsang
is
Alaska,
Founders'
Kizer
observed
Military Force in
Mrs. C. C.
head will return with the Evanses ological Seminary. T h e certifi- Ruth Lodges,
Levye Chapple of Greenville
WEST HELENA
ing his mother, Mrs. Ora Harda- to Detroit, Mich.
cates were delivered during cere- Day, on June 17 by special serv- solo "Eventide."
handling the public relations for;
By SADIE E. BLAKELY
* *•
The decoration committee were both
mon, and brothers, Carletos and
monies at the New Hope Baptist ice, at Mt. Olive Baptist church.
organizations.
s
er
ow
Mrs. Lucy Logwood and Mrs.
I
f
formwith
delivered
the
artists
a
is
Rogess,
Hardamon
N.
S.
veritable
Rev.
Alonzo. Sgt.
BAY MINETTE
church.
Three other auxiliaries of the Ruby C. Hardinson are in the
er student of the Dunbar school, a
By MRS. PARALEE COX
Dr. C. I. Epps, pastor of t h e message for the occasion. The mu- throughout the auditorium. T h e group will also meet at the same R
HAPPENS IN BOSTON
school H
a
Helena
Hospital. We wish them IT
graduate of Sumner high school,' Women's Day program was Gospel Temple Baptist Church and sic was furnished by Mt. Olive place of honor for Rev. and Mrs. time including the
Beauty
speedy recovery.
By M. M. 7110
Gaines was under a white trellis owners and
Cairo, Ill., and have been serv- held at the Trinity Chapel AME instructor of English at Melrose Baptist church choir.
Instructors OrganizaEugene Woodard of West Helena,
ing with the U.S. Army for sev- church on June 3. Guest speaker High school, Memphis, delivered , The regular monthly service of with flowers entwined and t w o tion; and the Alpha Chi Pi Omedegrees
It's hot and humid — 97
Ark., was recent graduate of
the Inter denominational Alliance, large palms on either site of the ga Fraternities and
eral years.
was Miss Maul Nichcol of the the address.
quite
week;
Sororities.
last
day
every
pink
Miller High School. He won a four almost
Mrs. Edgar Devoe and son, Lo- Bethleham Baptist church.
Dr. Charles H. Fitzgerald, pro- was held at St. Paul AME Zion seat. Caladium leaves and
Chief speaker for the barbers. year scholarship
wintery weathe
trim
contrast
the
in
17.
used
a
June
were
to
Nelson
Philander
of
Joe
night
roses
and white
renza; Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Verline Squall, daughter of fessor of religious education and church, on the
will be Mr. R. L. Miller. secre- Smith College
fort
in Little Rock, Ark. ther we were experiencing a
and baby all of Gary, Ind., visit- Mr. and Mrs. John Squall and registrar of the American Baptist The message for the occasion was front of the church.
tary of the State Board of BarMrs. Jesse Mae Tate of West rite ago. But things do happen
All the services proved interest- hers Examiners while the
ed Mrs. Devoe's mother. Mrs. Mol- Nathaniel Singerfield, son of Mrs. Theological Seminary, Nashville, delivered by the Rev. Mrs. E. B.
bookspeakers Helena. Ark., was a
Collie. The music was furnished ing and inspirational and served and
visitor of and so it was, a "big time"
ly Kyle, and other relatives of this Octavia Harris were united in presented the certificates.
Rockland
demonstrators for the eau- mrs.
on
off
humped
memmany
Thelma J. Prvitt recently. ie was
area.
as a booster ,o the
Ministers included in the grad- by a mixed choir.
marriage recently. The ceremony
ticians include: Mrs. Marjorie Ste
republicans
• ••
bers and friends in attendance, as wart Joyner, Chicago; Mrs. Cor--1 The last rites of Mrs. Edna street, in Rosbury and
Mrs. Mary Delk has returned took place at the Union Baptist uating class are Day Bond, Amos
in WorConvention
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under
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their
?hiladelphia,
year
4th
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at
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we
to her home
church in Bay Minette. Rev. A. E. Freeman, F. D. Freeman, Waldelia Green Johnson, Jersey City, I
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leadership
with
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church. The service was officiatBy ARCHA
efficient
after an extended visit
J. Stoker is pastor.
ter R Hill, M. Manley, John H.I
• •• Mrs. Ruby Rowell, ern- ed by their pastor. She
Many of the Boston "upper-set''
Mrs. Hazel Vanderbilt and son, and friend, Rev. J. B. Gaines.
leaves to
brother-in-law and sister, Mr. and
The matron of honor was Miss Poe, Lonzie E. Scott and Lewis
phis,
New
Tenn.;
Gant,
Mrs.
OrGenas
served
Lawson
grandfor the Cape where cabins
s
her
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the
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passing
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left
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relaDeRoy
Mrs.
Emma Jene Hawthorne, and the T. Shepherd. They will enter
leans, La., and Mrs. Carrie TayAnniversary
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chairman
and friends.
have been reserved since last
eral
Mrs. Blanche
bridesmaids were: Misses Dorothy school next fall for their Bth de- mother in Memphis, last
lor, Baton Rouge, La.
Rev. C. H. Robinson of Obrey, year. Oak Bluffs will soon be colMr. and Mrs. John Shaw spent services, and Mr. C. C. Kizer was
the sick list, but is able to he out Jean Couch, Dean Couch, Rebec- gree.
* • 4.
• ••
Ark preached a wonderful ser- ored with the sight of fancy
last Sunday in Memphis, Tenn. the very efficient master of cereagain. Mrs. Hattie Hickman has ca Williams, Lucindy Thompson
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a
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result
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mon at the 1st Baptist church on yachts owned by professional and
the
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for
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The Friendship club
mony
and Sadie D. Monrie. The best JOHNSON
a broken wrist
Day program at Sunday which was enjoyed by all. business men from various parts
Rev. J. B. Gaines and M r s.
home of Mrs. Ophelia Wainwright
fall in the house.
man was: John McKee and the
By CORTLAND R. RHEA
Gaines left Tuesday, June 12, by Anderson Chapel was a successful Mrs. Vesey Cook of Chicago, Ill., of the USA. . . . Many of them
The Senior Choir and a few of flower girl was Miss Barbara Jean
Mrs. Monnie Wagner. was called last Monday night.
Baptist
Zion
Mt.
of
daughand
members
Banks
Christian
car for Los Angeles, Calif., to at- service with the following parti- was a recent visitor of her moth- make the trip by ocean. Leading
Mrs.
the
Cox, the ring bearer, little A. J. to Mars Hill, N. C. on account of
Baptist Sunday cipating in the program: Prof. er, Mrs. Estelle Bailey in West the set will he Actor Warren
church worshipped with the Zion Stokes, son of Rev. Stokes.
the illness of her mother, M r s. ter, Connie Lou Banks and Mrs. tend the National
Congress.
r t Helena,
Autry,
. e e no
E! K . BKaaynekrisn, Liare
I Homer
BTU
Coleman, who owns a big spot
and
are
school
Indianapolis
of
Traveler Baptist church Sunday
Davis
Vingines
Sally
Flack.
The reception took place at the
Mrs.
and
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teacher
at
Accompanying
I
Ludie
a hotel on the Bluff; he also
Verlene
Mrs.
Mc
aunt,
afternoon. Mt. Zion pastor, Rev. I. home of the groom's mother. The
their
and
Kinzie was a
Mr. Edward Carson, jr., has re- visiting
H. Wiggins, was unable to accom- scene was beautifully decorated turned from Washington, D. C. Mae Knight and Mrs. Grim, their Gaines were Mrs. Wm. H. Stokley, M. I. College, Mr. Roberson, Prof. recent visitor in Pine Bluff last boasts a 38-foot boat for the pleas•• •
ure of disturbing the Lobster
Miss Willie Kate Stokley, w h o Miller was the master of cere- Sunday.
pany his members. Rev. Phillip for the occasion. Mr. and Mrs. where he attended Howard Uni- grandmother.
Weekly of the St Mark church, Nathaniel Singuefield left for Flor- versity.
Pots.
Mrs. Flossie Wyatt has return- will also attend the congress and monies and the remarks were DANVILLE
by Rev Armstrong.
delivered the message.
HENLEY R. TORRENCE
turbing the Lobster Pots.
ida for their honeymoon.
I Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Parks from ed from Park View hospital in visit relatives
peonrdkioinmein iNsew sy
Nlrs.heArIyvrtalceatL
Mrs. Inez Harris and Miss HatYoung Baron Martin, brilliant
The Financial drive of the St.
ing
tie Henry went to Dardanelle last law student of upper Roxbury, ia
Mark Baptist church Sunday aftwith her daughter.
Saturday night.
expected to be drafted for repreernoon, was quite successful, Rev.!
The new pastor of Asbury' de-1 Nliss Einora Adams went to sentative on the Democratic in
I. H. Wiggins is the pastor.
livered a powerful sermon last Clarksdale, Miss., last Fr id a y, Ward 12. .Yours truly was honThe following persons attended
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Convention
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where she has employment. She ored with a Special award in the
Sunday
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The Joint Ushers Board met was accompanied by Mrs. Juanita field of journalism by the Boston
the AME churches of the Cairo
Sunday afternoon at Anderson Scott and son, Richard and Lee Branch of the NAACP.
District, held in Carrier Mills, Ill.;
K
Chapel.
Roy Lowe and James Gilney.
Sgt. Curtis Hardamon, Mesdames
While many souls were getting
Knowledge Hughes who was
The Rev. L. E. Douglas of Van lost in the midst of over-powerFannye W. Webb and Geneva Kay,,
very ill in the hospital is able to Buren held services at the Trinity ing heat, Rev. L. B. Williams of
Misses June and Maxine Jenkins,1
Mrs.!
be up again.
Methodist church recently. He the Christian Tabernacle, 26 WinSumner Jenkins and Mr. and
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Henry Gilkey.
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her well again after several illnesses. Her daughter, Miss Gra- Harris and Miss Hattie C. Henry most outstanding business m e n,
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tion will be given at a later
Jacksonville, Fla., is the house the home of Mrs. S. E. Moore, re- delegate at large . . and people
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Mrs. Annie Bell Lewis' mother
Eric Dickens, Felix Thompson those dogs left
Mrs. Artie C. Jones attended the
their
a lot of us going
and dad have returned to
Point
in
last
and
convention
Moss
Lonnie Dickens all of Sweet around in circles. . .this is yours
Elks
after
home in the Sunny South
Home, visited the home of Mr. forever,
sist•aecet.ek.
saying: "So long" till
spending a few days with her son
Varnado attended the and Mrs. Luther Williams reand I, George Berry, president
ment of Komane Languages,
Julia Y. Lee, associate proPRINCIPALS in the official
Bean time next week."
and daughter.
Directors
and
tineral
EmBeta
chapter;
M
F
Thomcently.
Omicron
uniI
State
the
Tennessee
Morehouse;
and
A
fessor of French at
spent the
installation ceremonies of
!
I The Bob Robinson's
Mrs. Bevedell Poole of Detroit,
as Pinson, Melsin Ladson,
versity, who conducted the inbalmers Association in Grenada
Mrs. Billie Geter Thomas,
Beta Upsilon chapter of Pi
weekend with Mrs. Marva Louis
Campbell,
Finley
Robert
week.
rites;
last
Deand
honor
stallation
professor
and
Mich., Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Love
French
with
of
professor
national
patio
the
Phi,
Prior to World War II, GermaDelta
Spaulding on her new
Brown, Samuel Allen, all
John R. Cottin, Fisk univerThe Emma B. Miller Federat- and George Love of Hot Springs, ny ranked as the second largest
was
chairman at Spel•
partment
barbecueing
which
French,
in
society
friends
other
many
Morehouse students who were
sity, who formerly taught laned Women's Club met with Mrs. visited the home of Mr. and Mrs. exporter of coal in the world, her
man college; Dr. Rose-Marie
held at Morehouse college.
chicken, lamb and squabs.
Hattie McLaughlin last Thurs- Henry Gilkey last Tuesday night. volume of trade exceeding only
and Alelia Barrett.
inducted;
Standat
guages
Department,
Morehouse.
Akselrad,
French
are
right.
to
left
imfrom
Seated,
still
Mr. Stanford Griffin is
Atlanta university student who
day night. Each member present- George Love remained for a by that of the U. S. in an average
ing, left to right, are Eleanor
Atlanta university; Dr. Alma
Dr. Edward A. Jones, faculty
proving in his home after his sethe hostess with a lovely siitti longer visit.
was
inducted.
student,
Jones,
A
DepartDr.
Tennessee
T.
chairman,
chapter;
the
of
Watkins,
sponsor
year.
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THIRD ANNUAL conference
of Central Region Teen•Age
Jack and Jill's — Memphis
hosts and delegates of Jack
-.and Jill's third annual conference of the Central region are
pictured at their recent conference which met in Memphis
June 19-21, at S. A. Owen Jun.ier college. Front row, left to
-righ( are Evelyn Phipps, Pine
...attar?. Ark.; Marion Watson,
ZicKindra, journalist, Pine
.ark.; Joanne Glover,
lu-esident, St. Louis. Mo.; Mal1n Moore, Pine Bluff, Ark.;
-../Paola Boone, secretary, Pine

Bluff, Ark.: and Juanita
James, treasurer, St. Louis,
Mo. Second row, left to right:
Janyth Smith, Memphis; Ceneta Jamison, Memphis; Angela Owens, Memphis ; Carole Ann Lathing, Memphis;
Ida Marie Gammon, Marion,
Ark.; Junienne Briscoe, Memphis; Jolene Westbrook.Memphis; Anne Fouche. Memphis;
Alva Jamison, Memphis; Tom me Kaye Hayes, Memphis;
Mrs. Dorothy Westbrook, Memphis chapter teen-age advisor
and general chairman of the
regional meeting. Back row,

left to right, Christopher
Booth, James B. Westbrooks,
vice president; Gloria Taylor,
assistant secretary; William

Bartholomew, Patricia Walker, Herman Gilliam
and
George Leon Brownlee, all of
Memphis. (Hooks Photo)

CHATTING AND RELAXING
are Memphis Teen-Age Jack
and Jilts, regional delegates
and invited guests at the gala

patio party staged at t It •
beautiful and spacious home
of Mr, and Mrs. A. A. Latting, last Wednesday night.

The affair marked the main
social affair of the third annual meeting of J & J's (Tn.

tral regional conference which
convened here last w e a k, ;
(Hooks Photo)

•

SOCIETY
Merry
Goaound
By Marjorie I. Uien
.genuinely so, .and an
Old 'Sol' ha given us a strong ;(nous
,0•;61
--dose of his mighty rays recently affable host. Suffice to say • ,
.and 3/ it will help at all. just the ride was the nearest thing ! TEEN-AGERS LOVE TO LISdecor, during the gala patio
Bluff, Ark.; Ida Marie Gam7 consider the people of the South- ' I've experienced comparable to
party that was the climax of
mon, Gloria Taylor, Walter
TEN...AND TALK! and such
DANCING SCENE — There
Its share of fun, as guests
eroned the refreshing part.
- ern Hemisphere who'll soon be ; the wonderful excursion boats that
their three day conference.
Hall, Christopher Booth and
group
the
was
this
pastime
of
and hosts meandered from the
('aught in the camera's focus
points
J
focal
at
many
were
:battling the rigors of winter in cruise up the Hudson in N e w
Rosa Ann Cooper. Seated on
Seen left to right are George
inviting elevated patio of the
of J & „Vs and guests as they
are left to right, George Brown
-.the temperate sectors! There is York.
& J's lovely patio party honBrown and Marion Watson of
floor, left to right, Juanita
•
•
home to the air-conditioned
and Marion Watson of Pine
sumgathered in the distinctive liv- something else to be said for
regional
delePine Bluff. Ark. Backs Joanne
oring teen-age
James, St. Louis, Mo.; Tomconfines of the recreation spot
Following the boatride, the teens
Bluff,
Ark.: Junienne Briscoe
mer and June. . .and with thanks
ing room of the Latting home
Glover, St. Louis, Mo. and
mye Kaye Hayes, and Malvin
gates. The rumpus room of the
to dance. . .and, of course.
and Ilerman Gilliam; E v•
:again to poet Lowell, remember gathered at the home of Tom and ; which features contemporary
Clayton McKindra of Pine
Bluff, Ark.
Moore
Pine
of
eat the tasty repast served
home of Atty. and Mrs. A. A.
lyn Phipps of Pine Bluff, .Ark.
"No price is set on the lavish 'Helen Haves for a social mixer )
by J & J mothers who chapLatting came in for more than
and James Westbrooks; far
surnmer. June may be had by the party. . .and not being contented
to end the night there, the whole
corner (back to camera), Marpoorest corner.•'
. crowd, along with the mother chapvin Tarpley and Alva Jamison;
••
will equip them to matriculate in I Howard university are the only
erones
and
(
foreground, George Leon
who
getting
were
weary),
region
Central
colleges offering the requisites for ; known Negro echools that offer
Teen-agers of the
sallied forth to the Fairgrounds
Brownlee and Ida Marie Gamthe field of dietetics. She traced ' complete undergraduate require- of Jack and Jill converged on
to end the gala day. Following
mon (face hidden). Hooks Phothe period of internship required I
- Memphis last week and thereby ;
Wednesday
to)
conference
sessions...
(Continued
on
Page
11)
I
the
for membership in the national
:set off a wave of nostalgia in
high point of the event was the
organization of dieteticians which
minds and hearts of many of their
superb
patio
party
held
at
the
. parents and friends as they reis a requirement in becoming
beautiful contemporary home of
membered their o w n glorious
a professional dietician: Salaries
the A. A. Lettings. There arrayed
- teens.. :the first formal or tux.
quoted compared far above the
in
frothy
partsfrocks
and
natty
By MARJORIE L'LLEN
, stage for fun that finally eneded Inez Mitchell, educational director wages that prevailed a decade of
:the thrill of the first corsage.. and
dress suits, tomorrow's socialites
at Memphis Fairgrounds.
;of dietetics at Baptist hospital; more ago.
'the refreshing eagerness and quest had
The third annual regional confun dancing in the splendor
!Miss Mary Beesing, dietetic inPANEL
for living that accompanies the
DISCUSSION
Miss Mary Beesing, a resident
of the air - conditioned rumpus ference of the central region of I
tern at Baptist hospital; Mrs.
. ate. But along with the flood of
of Cleveland, Ohio. who is doing
room, relaxed on the beautiful Jack and Jill of America, Inc., I Wednesday morning's panel Grace
remembrancWilliams, E. H. Crump hos• memories came the
' her intern mork at Baptist hospipatio and had a memorable time, convened at Memphis, June 19-21, discussion opened the official busi- pital; Dr.
Vasco Smith, DDS and
es of the moments of insecurity
ness
of
the
conference,
at
which
Memphis
tal, following an internship at KenTeen-Age
with
the
group
The
worMerful
three-days endJoseph
Westbrooks,
which sometime arose when ma- ,
general sci- nedy Veterans hospital,
time the convention's theme, "New
as chapter hosts.
ed
pointed
with
their
splash
party
at
ence instructor at Melrose High
tura decisions and problems had
out that dietetics is an open field
Orange Mound swimming pool the Headquarters for the three-day Worlds to Conquer . .. Wih Spe- school.
; to be faced. . .and that in spite
1which offers no difficulties which
following morning and bidding conference was S. A. Owen Jun- cial Emphasis in the Fields
!of the rugged individualism (as
!Science", was the topic for dis- DIETETICS
cannot be overcome. Literature
adieu
to
departing
guests.
Vance
at
and
college
ior
Orleans
much as sas 11 wed by peers),
Mrs. Mitchell opened the dis- giving information on accredita•
central
IN
orThe
region
the
AND
St.
of
OUT OF TOWN
.the dawning realization that'
Mrs. Dorothy ll'estbrooks. gen- cussion on the field of dietetics tion and college requisites was
!mothers and dads did know beet Cleveland, Ohio'and the national ganization comprises chapters at eral
chairman of the conference, as a career. She asked the group brought for distribution. It was
Oklahoma
and
Okla.,
Tulsa.
Cite
Jack
and Jill convention beckon• . .if only sometimes!
opened
the meeting and introduced to think about this field in high also noted that Tuskegee InstiCity.
Louis,
Kans., St.
Mo.,
: All in all it was the positive ed Ann Hall, Sally Bartholomew, Kansas
!Miss
Alva
Jamson, local J & J school and to select courses which tute, Hampton Institute and
: side that all youth is not head- Lois Hargraves and daughter, Pine Bluff, Ark., Jackson, Tenn. Teen-Age
president, who extend- ,
. ed -down the path of much dis- Joan, and Helen Hooks and her 1 and _ Memphis.
Mrs. Dorothy C. Westbrook, ad- ed greetings to the delegates and
• cubed juvenile delinquency. . . daughter, Beverly. last Thursday. ' M
Victoria Hancock and children ' visor to the Memphis Teen-Age guests present and exprer)sed ap'the these young folk have their
Dan
and Danese, spent two week; Jack and Jills was general chair- ; predation to S. A. Owen Junior
- tea planted on solid ground. .
Icollege and its president, Dr. LeWet;
;Mae what they want from the visiting with Mrs. Dye and Cal . man of the conference.
lial Oa
vi Watkins, for the use of the
LESS,
;tuerge. . .and are headed in the Hardwick, prominent morticians ;MISSISSIPPI BOATRIDE
11Pat
Use
-;
Ricelana
Cali t Be
•rigrItt direction. Their panel dis- of Chattanooga. Danese is fast de- 1 Following registration Tuesday pleasant and beautiful facilities.
ittat
Panel
'Coe
guests
included
Rev.
J.
A.
:million of Wednesday morning was veloping into a beautiful young morning at the Vance Avenue Y.
%est Li....
McDaniels, executive secretary of
"Aake
You remember them always ... the magic moments
o dist
e,mbowies
.3114y wonderful.. .and your scribe lady. : .as was and is her charm- W. C. A., delegates local meme•c
sk
i eg
1 the Memphis Urban League; Mrs.
when the two of you pause and enjoy together the
iod
-lotted herself wishing it was pus- ing mother, . .and she is fond of hers and invited friends met at the
iNtagorDivrr:,..,
tingling treat of ice-cold Coca-Cola. This matchless
:gib/Si to turn back the clock. . .to her music and dancing. Young, foot of Monroe and Riverside dr.'
teesspoon Gosevorea
oepr,
4 twiiiesposetes
Reeetwel
narriving at the threshold of handsome Dan likes all sports and and boarded the showboat Memb• ee
drink is so much a part of our lives that the invitation
cutticsaand
e. torAeepoon pre
lifer with all the opportunities of is especially interested in getting ' phis Queen for a delightful hour
Have a Coke is a word of welcome and a symbol ot
2
erceina
1 reset:WI
oeices
-the-new day in democracy that the Tri-State Defender to his 100 and a half trip down the Missisp vid
warm regard. Have a Coke ... right now!
the
-ni..--nce4
op
:conlronts them. I could wax lo- customers each week — come rain sippi River to below the city's
cl
sad
10cup
prse
.S.
e
caws'?
Pour
or
shine.
and
And
quacious, but reason takes over
that, we do ad- limits, where the boat provided
hour.
IA cop ingredients together baltiog pare
tor 1
-with the thou& that each gen- mire!
, balmy and cool breezes in spite
Place on a a 325°1r. ovenVats recipe
loaf.
all
once.
Base In
'Mix
:el-Zion has its place in the sun! The Links' national convention of the excessive heat prevailing in
rokature Into atne mat. mushroom
aroundtomato or
fH BOAT RIDE AND PARTIES convenes at Denver, Colo., June the city. The return trip was made '
water with
es
116
,
6.
Local teen-agers and general 28-July 4, and representing Mem- from the Arkansas side of the '
best1001
rnogs.
Serve
'reswiale _SkPlesteir
:chairman Dot Vl'estbrooks, along phis will be Addie Jones to give river to a point adjacent to the
ITULIte.5 8 se
recaps t
tie
Ist OM
:wit: her committees, planned a account of the generous contri- city's northern limits where the
N1bit i l
-gale social whirl. The ride aboard butions local Links have made na- )showboat turned its how and head.
,
'
Queen" tionalley and locally to NAACP. l ed for the home pier.
:the:showboat 'Memphis
•
•
-up eind down the Mississippi Tuesi Immediately after the hoatride
:day. evening was heavenly. They
Merritt Thomas honored his the residence of Mr. and Mrs. T
-Mlanced, sang, ate and drank. . , cousin, Mrs. Casper Morris, of Bur- H. Hayes, jr., was the scene of a
'and scores of folk preserved the talc, N. Y., with a party in the gay social-mixer which set the
:golden hours for posterity with Coffee Shop of the Hotel Queen
:their cameras. Among adults on! Anne. Roses and gardenias
graced
-board were Juanita Brinkley, Mel- the table for the delicious repast
le Briscoe, Evelyn Iles, Emma that was served, Mrs. Morris
is
Johnson, Lytia McKinney. Het- a former Memphian and was the
en Batts, Lois Hargraves, Lola and houseguest of her sister-in-law.
L. R. Taylor, Vera Hoe eli, the „ Mrs. C. V. White of 1498 Hamil!former Margaret Boone. Alma ton. Guests present included Mrs.
Finds Healing Substance That Does Both—
:Holt, Harriet Davis, Leoda Gam- Ida Paine, sister of the honoree,
;mon. . .who, through courtesy of Mrs. C. V. White, Miss Lydia
Relieves Pain—Shrinks Hemorrhoids
Col-its "June is Dairy Month- cele- her, Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe
Hunt,
New York, N. Y. (Special)problem!" And among these sufIration, dispensed wonderful ice Mr. and Mrs. Orlandus McCall, For the first time science has
ferers were a very wide variety
:cream sandwiches„ .and Clin- the genial proprietor of the
of hemorrhoid conditions,some of
Queen found a new healing substance
eon Rae. Estelle Dumas, Charles- Mr. and Mrs. Willie Sims,
with the astonishing
to
10 to 20 years' standing.
Robert shrink hemorrhoids andability
to relieve
All this, without the use of
:teen Miles, Louise Collins, Helen Lee Jones, Edward Johnson
and pain -without surgery.
narcotics, anesthetics or astrin'Hooks, Ann gall. Sally Bartholo- Tommie Williams. Mr. Thomas
is
In one hemorrhoid case after
gents of any kind. The secret is
mew, Juanita Arnold, Dot West- the genial proprietor of the
ueen another,"very striking improvea new healing substance (Biokooks and scores of J & J moth- Ann Coffee Shop.
ment" was reported and verified
Dyne*)-thediscovery ofa worldyrs and their friends. . .that your
•••
by doctors' observations.
famous research fnatitution. Al-scribe didn't jot down.
Pain was relieved promptly.
ready, Bio-Dyne is in wide use
.what
The Jolly le., held their semifor healing injured tissue on all
.
..with being carried away with the monthly meeting with Katie Law- And, while gently relieving pain,
parts of the body.
gorgeous scenery. .wonderful riv- rence of 198 Person. who served actual reduction or retraction
took place.
This new healing substance is
er breezes. . .and the 'cool' mu- a tasty menu to her guests. They (shrinking)
And most amazing of all-this
offered in suppository or ointment
Ili. coming over the hi-fi recorder. were busy as beavers planning for Improvement was maintained in
form called Preparation H. Ask
:Vve recommend this ride to all their tea and fashionette to be cases where doctors' observations
for individually sealed convenient
of you. . .seems that we've been held at Lelia Walker Clubhouse were continued over a period of
Preparation H suppositories or
Preparation H ointment with spehnissing the boat again — to fall ' July 8. and plan to put the final many months!
SOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OP THE COCA-COLA {WILING COMPANY BY
In fact, results were so thorcial applicator. Preparation H is
track on the time worn cliche — I touches to their well-laid plans
at ough that sufferers were able to
sold
at
all
drug
stores.
Satisfaction
by not availing ourselves of op- their next meeting, to he hostess- make such astonishing
COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF MEMPHIS, TENN.
guaranteed or money refunded.
statements
portunities for pleasure in our ed by Lola Leonard, July 6, at as "Piles have ceased to be a
r. II. Pet. Oft.
'Coke" he rollifor•il
t HOW 1511 COCA-COLA COMPANY
usidsL The captain is most gra- , her home at 3.35 Leelerc,

Teen-Age Jacks-fills Meet Here;
Mississippi Boat Ride Part Of
Social Agenda Officers Named

\

For magic moments
of refreshment

Science Shrinks Piles
N ew Way Without Surgery
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Dobbs Clah
Gathers For
Anniversary

SCENE

ATLANTA, Ga. - Mr. and Mrs.
John Wesley Dobbs, pioneer citizens of Atlanta, celebrated their
50th wedding anniversity yesterday. The noted couple, who has
resided at their present residence.
540 Houston st.. N. E., for the
past 45 years, wet% married on
Junie6,16. Georzia
Mr. Dobbs
's outstanding fraternal aad civic leader, and
his wife are the parents of six
daughters all of %% horn are graduates of Spelman college and other universities. Three of their
daughters were vale-dictorians of
their classes while the others
were on the honor rolls.
Internationally known among
their daughters is Mattiwilda
Dobbs who is acclaimed as a coloratura soprano and who has been
acaorded the coveted honor to
her initial appearance with the
Metropolitan Opera Company in
New York this fall. She Is the
first woman from Georgia having
merited such honors.
Two of the Dobbs daughters are
now members of the faculty of
Spelman college.
Of their fifteen grandchildren,
two dams:liters were graduated
from Spellman college on Monday
at which one was valdictorian of
! her class.

Mum Anna Lee

This is June and the usual
month of weddings but Jackson
seems to be quiet on the matter.
It seems as all the marriages took
place before the month of June
came in.
News does come though of the
announcement of the marriage of
MIS6 Bernice
Delap to William
Bailey. Miss Delp is from Trenton, Tenn., a graduate of Lane
college and has been teaching for
a number of years in Trenton.
Mr. Bailey is well known in this
! section as manager of the Jacksalads, each rose in its own let- son District
of the Atlanta L if e
tuce cup for easy transmission to Insurance
company. They will reindividual plates; radish "buds:" side in Jackson.
young willow - wisps of green onVacationers are still on the go.
ions; carrot curls; and a variety Mrs. Gracie
Hurst is in Kansas
of greens both light and deep.
City visiting her sister and husTOMATO ROSES
band, Mr. and Mrs. Percy CarPeel tomato; remove stem end. uthers. We all remember
Pauline,
Cut tomato in six wedges leaving former teacher in the
Jackson
base uncut. Place in lettuce cup; City system and Percy
who servspread wedge "petals" slightly. ed as biology
instructor at Lane
Dining alfresco? Serving lunch : den-fresh tomatoes. And here's a; Fill center with generous spoons- college for a number
of years.
to the gang? Looking for a gay! simple touch of magic; g a rnish ful of cottage cheese. Garnish with Both are still in the profession in
salad adjunct to barbecue sup- each snowy-centered rose w it h salted pecan halves. Serve w it h Kansas City.
pers?
salted pecan halves, or slivered french dressing ff desired.
Mrs. Willie Bell Rawls and famTry serving up a bouquet of to- blanched almonds. Serve wi t h CARROT CURLS
ily of Brownsville. Tenn., spent
Using a vegetable peeler, c u t several days recently at Kentucky
mato roses in full bloom, perenial French dressing and crisp bread
favorite. They're dressy, delicious or rolls heated to butter-melting thin lengthwise slivers of carrot. Lake enjoying boating and swimRoll up tightly and "pin" together ming. With this weather, I'm sure
and easy to prepare. Generous perfection.
spoonsful of cottage cheese from
A gay Junetime salad plater, with a toothpick. Store in ice wat- they had a most delightful time.
BLUE JAYS GIVE FIESTA—
the center of each rose — a won- served on a round chop plate or er until curls hold shape when Also from Brownsville vacationing
The home and lovely lawn of
derful flavor complement to gar- low bowl, features the June rose toothpicks are removed.
Mr. and Mrs. Roland Mobley
Chicago recently were Mr. and
was the setting for the recent
Mrs. Joe Moore. When they attended one of the Chicago Cubs'I outdoor Fiesta of the Blue Jay
games, it was quite a thrilling ex- Social club. The group enjoyed
perience for Mrs. Moore when she games, dancing, movies a n d
was picked at random from the
roasting weiners. Climaxing
crowd
their
along
with
Summer activities will
one
other
lady
to
the
why
1
He
should
inquired
with
not
our
gro society any more,
(Continued from Page 10)
interview Ernie Banks.
be the crowning of a queen.
challenge of only Negro jobs. And,?young people in Memphis prepare
avho also receives a trip to
ments for the field but that Ne- that because of this, we must be , for the University of Tennessee's ATTEND FEDERATION
Chicago. Crowning will be at
gro students are not necessarily more serious, more dilligent and medical school, which aside from
When the Tennessee State Fedlimited to these colleges,
! being one of the best in the coun- eration met in Memphis last week,
more studious.
Mrs. Grace Williams further , He continued that regardless of try, the fact that it is located in Jackson was well represented.
pointed out that the field of die- whateverone wants to be, suc- Memphis makes it more economi- Those attending who are very actetics vv as a wide open one, and!„ss wil] depend upon the founda- cal in acquiring a medical degree. tive in the City Federated clubs
that few Negroes have had to look lions of the first 12 years. He He further pointed out that spe- of Jackson were Miss Darlene Hutfor jobs. However, she stressed told the group not to shun the cialties and sub-specialities in the son, Miss Juanita Peoples, Mrs.
the necessity for taking requi,site harder courses for the "sops": field of dentistry require one or F. A. Dobbins, Mrs. Cora Deherry
courses and seeking guidance ! that employers do not ' want to two additional years of study, and Mrs. Ozielle Draine, from the
NEW YORK CITY — Phi Epsifrom registered dieticians.
I see the degree; but he does want which in the final analysis can adult division and Misses Kaye Ion Tau, America's newest colBledsoe
and
Marquita
Bolden from legiate
GENERAL OPPORTUNITIES
Ito see the transcript. Rev. Mc- mean much more remuneration in
honor sorority paid tribute
Daniels concluded that the mot- the future and fill the void that Is the Youth division. With all the to WL1B disc jockey Hal Jackson
McDaniels
spoke
on
the
.
'
Rev.
.
meetings
which
are
held
in
Memso
whip
great in the specialty field
and Harlem youth leader Marshall
general opportunities for the Ne- to of the Urban League. "P 1 a n
the Negro is concerned. He end- phis this summer, the •Federation Cole, jr. They were features at
gro group. Among the high points and Prepare" is a crallenge to
didn't fall short of entertainment..
their annual camp benefit dance
of his interesting talk was that all; that scholarship, manhood ed his very informative discussion All attending reported a most
en- held
with the plea that yount stucharacter
the
and
help
way
write
last Friday evening at Broadof
think
should
not
$7oung People
joyable
time.
Casino.
way
just Negro colleges.. He implored to success; that we're living in dents should prepare themselves
Miss Henrietta Lane, who just
Mr. Jackson, recipient of the
them to look beyond their own a technical age ... and that more receive and give services to ev- received her degree from Lane
communities for opportunities. He Negro youth should enter the tech- erybody, . .not just Negroes; and is now enrolled in the University sorority's Service Award h a s
further pointed out that if we !nical fields. .. .for that is where that regardless of whatever they of Illinois. She is beginning her, fought juvenile delinquency in
may become, to consider seriousthe New York area for several
thought only of Memphis we would opportunity lies,
ly the necessity to set themselves studies on an advance degree in years. He has aised thousands of
certainly be disturbed, because DENTISTRY
Library
Service.
Lane
ef.
'the
Miss
up in a location that will not be
the community does not offer jobs
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Shellie dollars for charity and community1
Dr, Vasco Smith spoke on the
organizations. His "House That
in high skills that are found else .profession of dentictry and allied distasteful, and in surroundings an Lane of this city.
Jack Built" radio show is heard
where. He stated that students medical professions. Speaking on appointments that bespeak taste,
hot,
though
we
it
Even
is
can't
mustwant to be something more i the years of preparation neces- cleanliness and professional at- shirk our religious duties. Keeping daily over the Harlem radio stathan the average teacher, the av- i sary for the field, he pointed out mosphere. . .and that if they this in mind and also that the• tion.
Eighteen year old Marshall
erage doctor or t h e average that when compared with the re- do this, . .they will not be limited family is the basis of all society,
pharmacist. We must be excep- wards to be reaped, the efforts put to the more 10 percent of our pop- the Missionary Society of F ir st Cole, is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
ulation,
tional and extraordinary if we are forward are only negligible. He
Baptist church sponsored a pro- Marshall Cole, sr., of 320 St. NicGENERAL
SCIENCE
gram last Wednesday night and olas ave. Ile is a graduate of
to succeed in the future.
! pointed out that in the U. S. to.
Joseph Westbrook, general sci- used as the theme "Family Life." George Washington High school
Rev. McDaniels pointed out that day there is only one Negro qualistudent at CCNY.
today's youth must exercise hard fied for the specialist field in den- ence professor of Melrose High The theme was divided into four and is a
heads
the New York City
He
school
Family
The
namely,
topics.
rounded
(1)
the
out
discussions
work, and put first things first; tistrv, He discussed various alEastern Regional YMCA
that students with average minds lied fields of dentistry, and urged 1 with the views that the c o 1 o r Altar; (2) Family Life in the area and
Councils. Last year he was a delecan get anything the genius can that more young women consider world is disappearing. He point. Church; (3) Family Life in the
to the YMCA Centennial
gate
(4)
Family
and
Community;
Life
ed
out
that
a few years ago slightget if they apply themselves the field, in which they can be
Conference
in Paris. A leader in
porunique
enough.
Mr.
McDaniel
also I exceptionally adept because of ly more than 35 of high school in the Nation. A very
Harlem sports and music eircles,I
spoke on what he termed, "the their manual dexterity and coor- youths came out with either a trayal of how the family altar
Award
major in science, chemistry, phy- should be carried out was given the sorority's Achievement
local imitations in the fields of dination.
upon
him.
conferred
was
trophy
Bond
Countee
Mrs.
and
Mr.
mathematics and sciences." And, I Dr, Smith urged students to sics and basic mathematics. He by
Charming Miss Juanita Ranthe challenge of the time; is evi- ! become interested in their future said that from Ina small percent- and a group of children. The oth- dolph, who together with Miss
denced by the 'fact that every Ne- in high school, and that after high age must come our scientis4s. er topics were covered by a panel Magui Rivera founded Phi Epsigro student in the field of engi- school a college major in chemis- Speaking on the scope of science, with Rev. W. G. Terry, pastor of
M. Williams,
neering has been placed in high try or physics is required for en- he stated we live with science 24 the church, Rev. J.
Mary Lee interesting sermon was delivered!
Currin,
Lillie
Jo
Misses
hoursa
day. This fact as traced
paying positions long before they trance into medical school. He furGray and Roland Porter serving by Rev. W. Q. Welch, Professor '
!i
earlyn
from
morning
and
the
were ready to graduate.
ther pointed out that in the past
as panelists. Miss Rachal Light of Religion at Fisk university
' Rev. McDaniels continued by , we have relied entirely on How- the brushing of teeth, on through
in Nashville. Over $1,000 was raisthe
day
to
include the clothing was the moderator.
stating we are not living in a Ne- ard and Meharry medical colleges,
Sunday at St. Paul CME church, ed for the day. Chairmen were ,
worn, what we touch, use, see,
have been touched and influenced Men's Day was observed A very Messrs: Carty Robinson, sr., and!
W. E. Warlick. Thomas Be t he 1
by some field of science. Mr.
chairman, J,
Westbrooks pointed out three officers: Joanne Glover, St. Lou- served as music
Payne,
branches of science: health sci- is, president; James Barrington L. O'Daniel, program, A. J.
Stone, PubHerman
and
finance
presivice
Memphis,
Westbrook,
general branches, natural sciendent; Paola Boone, Pine Bluff. licity chairman
ces and physical sciences.
SCOUTS TAKE DAY
Speaking of mental aptitude, secretary; Juanita James, St.
Three units of the Girl Scouts
treasurer;
Gloria
Louis,
TayMr. Westbrooks said that what is
Jackson just completed a most
of
secretary;
lacking in mental ability must be lor, Memphis, assistant
two weeks day camp
, made up in concentration, work Clayton McKindra, Pine Bluff, successful
the farm of Mr. Henry
on
out
journalist.
and interest. He further stated that
County. The
Officers of the Memphis chap- Robinson in Madison
industry, government and science
included both Brownie and
research are crying for teehnici- ter's teen-age group are: Alva group
Intermediate Scouts. Mrs. Lessie
ans. He urged young people to Jean Jamison, president; Jolene
Cole who has been most active in
'be curious and attentive to one's Westbrooks, vice president; Anne
work for quite some time
scout
1 surroundings. In conclusion, Mr. Fouche, secretary; Herman Gil- was camp director. Other leaders
asreasurer;
Smith
liam,
Janyth
: Westbrooks reminded the teenwho went to camp were Mrs.
I agers of the difference between sistant secretary; Ceneta Jamison, Emma Spann, Mrs. Sallie Pirtle,
scholarships and fellowships, and chaplain and Patricia Walker, re- Mrs. Mary McCrary, Mrs. Helen
the fact that the giant corpora- PorterPorter, Mrs. Bessie Chatman,
Social highlight of the confertions of the U. S., General MoMrs. Christine Wilburn and Mrs.
tors, Ford, Westinghouse and Gen- ence was the lavish patio party 0. C. Cole. In addition to t h e
eral Elecric, are providing lucra- .held at the home of Atty. and scouts having a good time. they
tive fellowship; full expenses, tui• Mrs. A. A. Letting Wednesday became acquainted with methods
tion, room board and living al- night. The Meeting was closed of camp cooking and various
lowances) that are available to following the "Splash Party" held forms of needle work and handiI the science
at Orange Mound playground on craft.
majors.
Thursday, before delegates wendBoy Scout Troops at St. Paul,
OFFICERS ELECTED
ed their way home, having enjoy- Westley Chapel Liberty C. M. E.
Following the taking of the con- ed
Memphis' topdrawer hospitality and h av e Tabernacle Churchference picture and luncheon at
and a meeting that was inspiring es, all belonging to the J. F. Lane
HEART-WARMING PICTURE STORY OF LIFE IN HARLEM WITH
Davisons' Grill, the conference re- and challenging
to the members Division of Boy S c out s, are
sumed at 2 p.m. for a business of the organization
BEAUTIFUL PHOTOGRAPHS BY ROY DeCARAVA AND A NARwho recognize ' away this week at camp at Natmeeting which resulted in the t h e various opportunities t h
a t chez Trace where scouts from this
RATIVE BY LANGSTON HUGHES.
election of the following regional await them if they
will but de- area have a camp of their own.
vote keen insight into the de- Scouts from Humboldt, Trenton
mandis and needs of tomorrow's and Milan also joined the group
world.
1 who will camp out for a week.

Jack and Jill Meet Here...

Club Ebony, Friday, August 3,
at 8 p.m. Seated left to right
in upper photo are Jewel Ransam, O'Nellie Mack, Lydia
James, Loreatha Guy. Stand.
ing, same -order: Mary Rodgers, Bobby Jo Boyd, Enio•
gene Sayles, Fannie Stegall.
Cora Cain, Eloise Brewster,
Sophia Brown, Lenetta Wir
left to right in lower photo
are: Mary C. Taylor, Mary

Martin, Rose M. Brooks, Barbara King, Jean Scott, Ruby
Ma'am. and Emma Steele.
Second row: Dorothy Sawyer
and Loretta Wirt. Standing,
left to right :Eloise
Cain. Mary Brewstcoa Taylor,
Lonnie Hubbard, Dorothy Parker. Fannie Stegall and tiov•
erene Johnson. (Withers photos)

She served as mistress of ceremonies and made the presentalions to Jackson and Cole. Under
her guidance the soror have
awarded several scholarship to
students; have given hundreds of
dollars to slimmer camp organiIon Tau in April 1952. is a social zations; have sponsored charitv
worker in the New York City de-, benefits and have instituted a
op rt ment of w elfare.
I Youth Guidance Program.

Phi Epsilon Tau Sorors
Honor Two Leaders
I

I

•

JERRY'S SUNDRY
Drugs Sundries Cosmetics
Notions

554 SCOTT

PH. 4-9463

You can't beat the introductory price of

Iiiiimuminiimimmommommonmommon
_!!ifi
" Mr:
sill w
r

1

20,000 COPIES SOLD IN THE
FIRST THREE MONTHS
OF

"THE SWEET FLYPAPER OF LIFE"
A

"THE SWEET FLYPAPER OF LIFE'

To receive • copy promptly by moil directly to you, writ* your
$1.00 mode out to: University Place Bookshop, 411 University Place.
nano below end inclose a dollar bill or check of money order for
Now York 3, N. V.
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY AND STATE

000

*AO

•••••
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-

COMO DRUG STORE
Full line of prescription and sundry items, greeting
cards, tobaccos, costume jewelry. Prescriptions
picked up and delivered. FREE delivery, no limited amount.
Vic Como, owner

1014 Mississippi Blvd.

Wm. Pippin, drugoist

Ph. WH.2-1721

WE APPRECIATE YOUR PATRONAGE

FIRST IN

RUBBER —

FIRST IN

TUBELESS :a-

IEFE111111Sat., hum 30, 19311
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SammyDavis,Bing, Cantor Vie ForJolson Award
this....is -

HOLLYWOOD
By HAZEL A. WASHINGTON
HOLLYWOOD — The awards together like 'ham and eggs.' You
committee headed by Marry Berl- I can bet that Jack Benny isn't goiner has a real job when they ing to let the green eyed monster
select the winner of the Al Jolson I separate him from 'Rochester' or
Memorial Award at the first Al Les Paul from Mary Ford, these
Jolson Memorial Ball, to be held are a team, and each knows that
In the Los Angeles Ambassador one compliments the other.
on Sept. 15 by the Al Jolson ChapI must go along with Dean, 'Jerter of the B'nai Writh.
ry hasn't had any experience as a
Ten show business persogalities ) director, and he realizes that he
have been selected as candidates, ; needs a good director, if he is to
they are Eddie Cantor, Bing Cros- ' become something more than a
by, Gary Cooper, Sammy Davis, mere vocalist. Jerry, says he is
jr., Doris Day, Greta Garbo. Judy ambitious, wants to expand, but I
Garland, Helen Hayes, George Jes- suggest that he stay with that
se! and Frank Sinatra.
which he knows and does the best.
The selection will be based on, He is first last and always, a com'the show business personality who edian, even when he is serious,
best perpetuates the unselfish tra-` he is a comedian. Charlie Chaplin
dition personified by Jolson. Look- made a mint of money, being funing over that list, I favor Can- ny and it was only after he became
tor, for the golden statuette.
too old for the slap stick stuff,
Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis that he became a producer. Jerry
are at it again, and this time it can go down in fame if he will just
seems that the breach is final. remember this.
Can you imagine those two dopes,
Madame Sul-Te-Wan, a pioneer!
'and I do mean dopes breaking up,,
in
ther movie world, and who playsuccessful)
when each has been
the fortune telling grandma in i
ed
because of the other. This thing
has suffered a ,
has been coming on for some Carmen Jones,
that has crippled her left
stroke
their
have
although
time and
each
leg. She is planning a book on her
own explanations, I feel that the.
gaai reason is simply JEALOUSY' experiences.
"Talent Personified" ... that's
... Yes, Mam: each is jealous
of the other, each wants to be the the title given the Arthur L e e
big wheel, each feels that the oth- Simpkins Show at the Thunderbird in Vegas ... Arthur's good
er is getting the better breaks.
tenor voice can handle the classic,
JUST A WARNING
If they will just stop a moment the spirituals and the 'pops.' He
and think of what has happened to is stimulating, and has the knack
Caesar and Coca, Moran a n d of getting audience participation.
Mack. Abbot and Costello to name Four weeks will not be enough, he
HERE SIDNEY is shown with
a few, they'll know that they go' Is certain to have a re-take.

I

Canadian star Mary Lou Car-

ter when they were starred
over a TV chain in Canada.

Dominoes Return P. Jay Sidney, Star Who
Was VegasJuly! Helped Bilko Get'Emmy'

WHEN SIDNEY appeared with
Joan Copeland in a New York
presentation of "Othello," his

performance was favorably
compared with those of Paul

Robeson and others who play- '
ed the role.

•

Swinging the News

By AL MONROE
TV fans who like watching their' Sepia performers. Sidney is no on the program and you'll see what
RUBEL BLAKEY, one time vo-; tional Sepia femme. — WHEN
NEW YORK — The fabulous Bil-; said he was "shocked" by the of-; heroes close up were given a real stranger to the airwaves, the tho- is meant by "sensational." You
calist
with Lionel Hampton's ork, BILLY WARD and his Dominoes
had
troupe
as
his
inasmuch
or films. He has appeared will also find his part in the show
kr Ward and his Dominoes, will ter.
treat Saturday when the P h • 1 ; etre
•
is IN PARIS seeing the sights and complete their six-week engagestar at the plush Hacienda Hotel just completed a nine-month en- Silvers Show -cast appeared in a in the role of Othello co-starred was quite a help in Silvers winwith Joan Copeland and in numer- fling the 1956 "Emmy" as best
listkning to an offer to import a! ment at the new Hacienda Hotel
in Las Vegas for six weeks corn- gagement at the Hotel Sahara, also
th Fftls
' 1JCt
t
in. Las Vegas.
ous
other productions, here and in comic show on TV.
silencing July 1.
group from New'York for A TOUR in Las Vegas, which commenein
Chica
g.
o
The Wardmen had not appeared
ather countries.
OF EUROPE — ADD BACK- es July 1st, they will have spent
The pact calls for the Wardmen in the East since they scored at' Among the group besides Silarrived
Sidney
in
Chicago
with
Fact is P. J, Sidneywon his
FITES: When Larry Doby struck 10 months out of the last 12 in
to receive $6,500 per week.
New York's Copacabana last sum- vers as "Sgt. Bilko'' was P. Jay greatest fame on TV while per- Silvers and other members of the
out first two times he faced Con- that city, grossing more than
Sidney one of the nation's great forming in Canada. His perform- cast Thursday and a round of soWard, reached at his hotel suite mer.
nie Johnson of Baltimore last $225,000 in salaries. SECOND
Then
followed.
came
affairs
cial
ance on a program titled "Show
Thursday
a well known scribe TENOR Milton Merle of DomiSilvers,
Saturday
when
show
P. JAY SIDNEY
Time- with Shirley Hammer and I the
chirped: ';GUESS HE couldn't see noes is a free man again. He
in
performed
others
and
Sidney
Don Garrard few months ago is .
the ball any better than he could untied the matrimonial knot in Las
show.
still being raved over by those who the special army
THE HAND OF a fan that HE Vegas AFTER ATTEMPTS at a
; Affair was one of those Hollysaw it.
WOULDN'T SHAKE night before reconciliation with his beautiful
in series Sidney wood -colossals" that only filmep
erogram
p
pialo one
at a southside night club." — wife.
shows
of
TV
directors
the art of a Negro lawyer ' land and
LOOKS AS Though all lanes lead
who was assigned by court to can put on. It attracted thousands
to DETROIT THIS week where IF YOU ARE WONDERING why
defend a young white youth. It to 85th and Cottage Grove (Polk
House of Briggs is staging that Ziggy Johnson's shows-with-my' The big battle for ratings star-! — someone has to suffer "take" Michael O'Shea, Sam Levenson, was a sterling perfdrmance by Sid- Brothers corner) where one of
colossal with GREATEST DIS- own-talent is the talk of DERuth Gordon, Dorothy Kirsten, ney and one that Canadian view- the greatest functions Chicago
ring Steve Allen (NBC-TV) and wise.
PLAY of star talent ever to ap- TROIT ad the rest of the nation
Ed Sullivan (CBS-TV) is history Here are list of the artists 'hired' Tab Hunter. Robert Stack, Tex ers still talk about when mention- has witnessed was put on display.
just recall the guy's popularity
pear under one "tent."
By L. MASCO YOUNG
but the discussion continues.
by the two programs. Sullivan had ' McCrary. Jinx Falkenberg, Will ing great TV shows they have Watch the Silvers show (CBSand the answer will be at hand.
• *
TV Tuesdays) and see comedy at
FEW PRODUCERS RATE THE
And what a "battle- it was i Lucille Ball. Des' Arnaz. Eddie Rogers. jr.. Debra Paget, Ronald seen
NEW
YORK
—
(ANT)
—
One
WHEN PHIL SILVERS' TV popularity with folk of all class.
(Trendex rating wise) for Messrs. Cantor, Kate Smith. Susan Hay- Reagan, Richard Widmark, Edw.: As a member of the cast of the I its best with Phil Silvers as of the
biggest benefits in the his- cast
appeared in Chicago last es that Ziggy boasts. — DEFENDSullivan and Allen. Trouble with ward, Marge and Gower Cham- G. Robinson. Bob 4nd daughter! Silvers show Sidney is sensation- !"Sgt. Bilke and P. Jay Sidney tory
of show-business will take week talented
LURLEAN Hun- ER'S EXECUTIVE Enocs Waters
putting on this kind of costly bat- pion, Rise Stevens. Bud Abbott. Cathy Crosby, Natalie Wood. Sli-1 al. Watch him most any Tuesday furnishing a terrific supporting place
on
July
25th
when
the
ter joined 'em for the day's en- and wife, Regina will be in Detle for ratings is the follow up. Lou Costello, Harry Belafonte. chaet-Rennie. Anita Louise, Eddie night when his talents are included performance.
nation's
entire theatrical booking,, tertaining
Neither Allen nor Sullivan can air Portland , Mason. James Mason. Albert. Margo, Ida Lupino, Howand WON PRAISES troit and Canada this week end
industry
stages a
mammoth galore with her performance. —
such expensive shows week after Gregory Peck, Jack Paar, Te- ard Duff.
for the big parties. Idlewild club
benefit
affair
at
Harlem's
Savo
"JOY RIDE" the musical comedy and
week and end up with money for resa Brewer. Rhonda Fleming. ) Allen's allies included Will Mas.
"Panorama" — ETHEL
Ballroom for bandleader Arnett play from Hollywood closed
themselves. Program sponsors al- Margaret Whiting, Ernest Borg- tin and Sammy Davis. jr.. Kim
its WATERS on tour of nation's club
Cobb, the well-liked saxophone Chicago run Saturday and cast still
low so much for shows and talent nine. Walter Pidgeon, Phil Silvers, Novak. Vincent Price. Wally Cox.
wowing not-so-drunks with
artist who Is now hospitalized be- set sail for West Coast to await her torrid chirping,
Dane Clark. Bambi Linn and Rod
cost must be guided accordingly. Virginia Mayo.
— THELMA
cause of a .near fatal auto ac- fall reopening. — ARRANGE- WASHINGTON reopened
If extra money is spent for tal-, Also on the Sullivan menu (to Alexander and Skitch Henderson's
her Club
cident a few weeks ago.
MENTS ARE being made for show 518 this week with new wrinkle —
ent someone has to pay the cost show 1113 at least) v. ere John Daly. orchestra.
hit BROADWAY AFTER Labor NO BOTTLES are visable, golf
Heading the
"Arnett
Cobb i to
Day.
— WHEN SHOW HITS trophies and basketball citations
Ben
Bart,
Night"
benefit
will
be
member
Atlantabeen
of
a
the
Ga.
The.
—
(ANP)
—
\1•A,
AIL
Broadway
it will put on display (for others) occupy the shelves
who
heads,
slims
personable
the
Atlanta Lniyersity Summer The- Morehouse-Spelman Players for
Attractions booking: Loray White, a goodlooker-singsa- where whiskey is supposed to rest.
atre opened last week with show- the past three years and played in Universal
book"
ings on three consecutive evenings the 1954 and 1955 Atlanta Universi- agency in N. Y. Other
of -Time Out for Ginger" by Ron- ty Summer Theatre. In the sum- inp bigges joining in the effort are
mer of 1955 he had a starring role Joe Glaser's Associated Booking
ald Alexander.
in
both "The Man Who Married a Corporation, Gale Agency, and
The second offering during t h e
Corp.
The schedule of college choirs
summer seasonwill he
h e Dumb Wife" and "The Innocents." Shaw Artists
Burroughs, who is director of the
to be heard during the months of
Alan Freed, the Rock 'n' Roll are scheduled for guest perform- Southwest Corner" by John C.
Second largest fresh water lake
July and August on the United King. is emcee of CBS Radio's new ances.
Holm on July 5. 6. and 7. For the Atlanta-Morehouse-Spelman players and who also has directed for in the 11 S. is Lake Okeechobee
Negro College Fund - ABC Radio
of
the
From
one
nation's
leadW.
play,
Baldwin
final
Director
Network series was announced "Rock 'n' Roll bance Party," Sat- ing centers of -cool" jazz, the : Burroughs has chosen Somerset radio theater, holds the degree of in Florida. It is about 35 miles
I
urdays at 9:00-9:50 PM, EDT. Basin Street club on New York's Maugham's
this week.
"The Constant Wife." , Master of Fine Arts from Yale long and 32 miles wide and desThe July broadcast will feature Some of the nation's leading ex- 52nd Street, comes "Basin Street which will be seen on July 19, 20. University and has done special
study at the Universidad National pite its size has a depth of only
the choirs of- Texas College. Ty- ponents of the idiom, such as La- Jazz.- Saturdays at 9:30-10:00 and 21.
Mexico.
about 14 feet.
de
Verne
Cadillacs,
Etta
Baker,
The
performing
EDT.
Texas.
Top
artists
PM,
July
1:
Fisk
Univerler
Assisting Burroughs this sumNEW YORK — (ANP) — Diz- era will see the Gillespie
musie
sity. Nashville. Tenn.. on July 8: James, "Big Al" Sears, Sam "The participate in this program each mer is William A. Smith, jr., who
zy Gillespie, one of America's room where "Dizzy"
practices
served as technician. Smith has
,Morris Brown College. Atlanta, Man" Taylor and The Teenagers. week.
great jazz artists, just back from and holds frequent jam
sessions
Cc. on July 15: Wiley College,
a good will tour of the Middle East with his friends.
Marshall. Texas. July 22 and that
and the witty author, lecturer, When he's
not playing one night
of Clark College. Atlanta, Ga.. on
raconteouse Emily Kimbrough willl stands,
Jule gg.
nightclubs, or
making
be visited by Edward R. 'Murrow movies,
"Dizzy" likes to play
The choirs to he heard during
"Person to Person," Friday, June chess — if
he can't find a parte
the month of August are those !
29, CBS Television, 10:30-11:00i ner, he plays by
himself,
of Knoxville Cohere. Knoxville.
I France where she celebrated a p. m., ED.
BY CLIFTON S. HARDY
The program msrks the heel
Tenn.. on August 5: Livingstone
'triple event; her 50th birthday, Gillespie. one of the founders ofi one of this season.
College. Salis,hury. N. C.. on
"Person to PerPARIS, France — (ANP) — her 9th wedding anniversary, and be-bop,
and his wife Lorraire, will; son" returns for its focrth season
August 12: Hampton Institute.
Dazzling Josephine Baker, darling) the marriage of her brother to be at home to Edward R, Morrow of
live television visits Friday,
Hampton. Va., on August 19: and
of the Folies Bergere and toast. the village post-mistress.
in their Corona, L. I. home. View-I Sept. 14.
Benedict College, Columbia. S. C., ,
of Paris, returned home here lastl
on August 26.
i week from Madrid where she had
just finished her "swan song"
ending a long and illustrious career of mere than 30 years in show
business.
She was greeted with resounding cheers from more than 14,000
LaVerne Baker. the -Tweedle
people from all parts of the worldd
flee Girl," and the Cadillac.; sexBy CLIFTON S. HARDY
knowing the dirst thing about the agreed to let her
who had come to pay homage to
do so, and fortette featuring Jesse Powell on
her.
instrument.
I got all about
PARIS, France — (ANP) _
tenor sax, will he the guests of
The band leaded decided to
With every facility taxed to the The Fillies Bergere, one
Rock 'n' Roll King Alan Freed
of the him a trial, and the next day I Then it . happened. In 1925
he
utmost,
all
accommodations
taken, world's most celebrated theatres,' Whily-Tell bought a
give got ,a notice to report for
on CBS Radio's "Rock 'n 1011
banjo and
a
work
and
the
crowds
over-flowing
onto
was
aided
in
its
at F °lies, and from this
Dance Party" Satorditv, June 30
ascendency
humble
terraces, Miss Baker was greeted fame in the early 1930's by to set of instructions on how to play
at 14:0041:10 p.m.. EDT.
the it, and with the aid of his wife. beginning Whily-Tell's rise was
townsby
hysterically
almost
concerted • efforts of a French- he practiced religiously to masterl spectacular.
Miss Baker will sing two of her
h.all,eleo
people
tedo mtheei bo
dm
eceoraH
who has since be- it.
most recent hits. "Fee-Fee-Fi-FoHe was a methodical,
village with
come N
oneegrn
tireless
oli its leading officials., Finally the contract expired and
rum" and "Ill no the same for
worker, a
Live
Josephine"
"Loth,
banners,
perfectionist
with
nerform
cadillacs
will
The
vowFortune
upon
Whily-Tell
smiled
Whily-Tell
had
to
go
back
perm•
punctuality to the very second.
Josephine" streamers and "Jose'
SORORITY HONOREES: At
lem youth leader. Marshall
when one day he casually men- anently, it appeared, to his former His efforts
their sensational rock 'n' roll hits
Making the presentations were
soon attracted the at.
phine Baker" pennants, k flying
recent charity dance sponsored
Cole, jr.. erre honored. Jack
Juanita Randolph (2nd f rom
"Speedo" and "Woe Is Me."
tioned to an
American Negro status. Again, however. fortune tlepn3ttiohne
`
,
fla
ol
s
•
h
v,ofasheisaliseud7nriolors
in
son was recipient or the Sot
by Phi Epsilon Tau sorority
left) sorority founder and Dcorchestra leader that he would kissed him when a young French
•
takaendover
lore., Powell, 2nd from right)
Miss Baker, herself no ordinary like to join his band. Asked what girl, employed at the
in New York Hal Jackson, left,
ority's Service %ward Plaque
A perfect bridge hand may ocFolies as director-general of the
Folies
on the
popular disc jocks.), and Hai.whileyoung Cole
woman. retired to her $2.000,000 instrument he could play, he in- Bergere. said she would speak to
Basileus.
cur once In every 158 million
Bergere, when an older employee
Trophy.
Award
Achievement
estate in the Dordogne region of, stinctively replied, "banjo," not the management about him. He
deals.
retired.
II

Sullivan-Allen Video
'Battle' Wows Nation

Plan Benefit
For Sax Great
Arnett Cobb

AtIcinta Summer

Texas College
Inaugurates
July Aircasts

Top Names Feature
Radio Dance Party

Dizzy' Gillespie
Windup Visitor On
Person To Person'

French Jail Jo Baker
On Return From Spain

LaVerne Briker
Stars On CBS
Radio June 30

Paris' Follies Bergere
Rise Due To Whily-Tell

•

Satterfield Back In Fight Picture

DEFENDER
Sat., June 30, 1956

41),

By RUSS J. COWANS
MADE BOB MAD
,last Wednesday night. Truman ;lead, but from the seventh
on to gross gate of $3,195.75 and a net a 'postponement
"That made me mad," said Sat- Gibson secretary of the Interne.
of the scheduled
Bob Satterfield, Chicago's unthe tenth, Summerlin unlimbered f $2,365.37, stood and cheered the
bout
terfield after he had stormed to a I tional Boxing club, said he
would some of his heavy guns, particu- fighters as they hammere
predictable heavyweight, will not 10
d home AWAITS X-RAY RESULTS
-round unanimous decision over like to match Satterfield against
i tarty in the tenth when he turned heavy punches in the ninth
be looking for work in anotherg Summerlin, a 24-year-old wilh i Tommy "Hurric
and
Jim Norris, president of the I.
ane" Jackson in loose a combination of punches tenth rounds.
B. C.. is awaiting the results of
field of employment. At least n01 great possibilities. I v,ent out either August or September, the that had
Satterfield hanging on.
It was an excelkent fight and one X-ray pictures of Patterson's
•.
. there with the intention of proving bout to be held in Chicago.
hand
or the next couple of
months, if
BOUT WAS VICIOUS
of the beat Satte?field has fought and if the young New York
to all that I can fight."
heavs •
Summerlin, employing a tight! The bout was vicious,
Dot longer.
and only in many moons. And Summerlin, weight needs an operation, then
I Satterfield went into the ring defense against Satterfield's potent
Summerfin's excellent physical who had piled up 12 straight wins the IBC nil]
Prior to hi.> fight with young a 3_1 underdog. but emerged
make other arrangethe punching, was doing all right until! condition enabled
him to withstand before the defeat, looked good in ments.
Johnny Summerlin last Wednes_ top dog and the possibility of the third round. It was in that
the terrific pounding from Satter- losing.
This would put Satterfield in the
day night in Chicago stadium,'shoving himself right into the round that he swapped punches field's dynamic
punching.
Under the current arrangements, ring with Jackson,
arid the winner
Rapid Robert's manager. Ike Bern- Ithick of the current hassle to de- with Satterfield, a terrific ptinchgi -He hits harder than any guy Floyd Patterso
n. winner coer Jack- would meet Moore in September.
, termine a succesgmr to the heavy- Cr, and Summerlin ended up on I
stein, had told reporters he emole!
ever fought." Summerlin said son earlier this month, is slated
The winner of that bout would face
weight crown abdicated by Rocky the apron of the ring. He had . later.
"He really can hit. wasn't to meet Archie Moore. with the
find a job for the Chicago heavy- Marciano.
Patterson.
been propelled there by a solid 1 out of my mind in the third,
but
winner recognized as the heavy.' So it looks like Satterfield
weight if he lost the decision to
scored
Already things are shaping up right on the jaw that knocked him I knew I had
been hit with a good weight champion. But Patterson a
Summerlin. Rollicking Robert had; bright for Satterfield. who was through the ropes.
very important victory over
punch
"
injured
his
hand
in
the
battle
lost his last four tussles.
Sumnierlin. It could he worth
I deep in the pit of darkness before Satterfield established an early • The cron d of 1,979 that
paid A with Jackson, and this may cause $
,100.000 or more, to him

Stars Take Lead In NAL Race
Injury Stops Minoso's
'Bat Binge; Doby Starts

Monarchs
Dropped To
Third Place

By RUSS J. COWANS

lineup from May 18 to .June 4.
right foot by a pitch thrown by
Last Tuesday night Minos() was Don Ferrarese, Baltimore southLast year Saturnino Orestes Arhit twice in the game against the paw.
rieta Armas Minoso, fleet left-1 Baltimor Orioles,
e
Ray Moore,
Minnie hobbled to first base and
fielder of the White Sox, was fell- veteran right - hander, thumped continued in the game, but an Ned by a pitched ball during a game him on the right shoulder in the ray later showed a chipped fracin Yankee stadium. The injury third inning, and in the seventh lure of the toe. The Cuban
was
kept Minnie out of the White Sox he was hit on the big toe of his sidelined for 10 days.

The injury came just as Minoso
The Detroit Stars, ranked secwas beginning to move up into the
ond two weeks ago. last week took
choice .300 circle. His blazing bat
over the lead in Negro American
had boosted his average from an
league, The Stars took over the
anemic .255 to a lusty .317 within
lead from the Kansas City Mona period of 10 days.
archs, who are now in third
His biggest day of the season
place. Memphis held down the No.
was Sunday, June 17. when he
2 spot, at last report.
blasted Washington pitchers for six
The averages, received from the
hits in 11 trips to the plate in a
Howes News Bureau, also showed
double header, collecting four for
changes in the race for the halting
six in the first game, and two for
title.
five in the nightcap.
BARONS LEAD HITTING
ZIWVIL! Bob Satterfield right,
Wednesday night. Satterfield
Before he grounded out in the
Benny Moore of Birmingham
Chig ago Ilea ay is eight, bounces
put Summerlin diisan for a
fourth inning of the first game,
was in the lead %s oh a ,413 batting
a right off the chin of .Johnny
Minnie had made six consecutive
count of eight in the third, and
mark, followed by Ralph Johnson
sum merlin. 2 ii earadd Detroittient on to gin the unaniniont
hits in six official times at bat.
of Detroit with 381,
er, in ihe third round of their
decision. (Defender photo by
John Kennedy of Kansas City
With the exception of last year
fight in Chicago stadium last
Rhoden)
when his batting average dropped
and Pat Patterson of Detroit, ranked No, 1 in the last release,
to .288. Minoso has been the spark
have
dropped to fourth and seventh, rein the Sox attack since joining
spectively. Kennedy dropped from
the club in 1951, and it was his
dash and verve that caused the
.464 to .375. while Patterson's .388
was lowered to .355.
fans to call the team the "Go-Go
Sox " He finished the season with
Lonnie Harris is still way out
in front in the base stealing &.323 and .309 for 1952. In 1953 he
hatted .320 and in 1954 he rapped
partment. His cloiest competitor •
is Moore, with fiv e.
the ball for .313, driving in more
BERKELEY, Calif.—Arnie Sow- dies. He posted a 13.9
Three pitchers, Robinson and
than 100 runs each year,
mark in th,
McCullough of Memphis and Eit- ell. of the University of Pitts- preliminary and then followed
The same hitting spark that
up
burgh: Lou Jones of the Air Force with a dazzling 13.7 in
gene Moroto of Kansas City
nabbed Minoso caught up with
the finals.
has e
and
Calhoun
Lee
won
two
North
of
games
Carolina
The old mark was 14 seconds flats
Larry Doby, the hard-hitting cenapiece and are in
college. all came through with ginthe lead ssith perfect averages
Jones led a field of servicemen
terfielder the Sox obtained from
of oiog efforts
1,00m
in track and field -co.
in qualifiers for the final trials here
the Cleveland Indians last winter
I
petit ion last ,,,,•eek.
START SECOND HALF
soon. Ile beat out Jim Lea of the
in a deal that sent Chico CarresSowell and Calhoun, along with Air Force
The teams have a heavy schedquel and Jim Busby to the Inin the 400 meters. rui.
Greg Bell of Indiana university. fling the event in 45.7
ule of games this week.
dians. Doby has connected, as of
seconds.
took part in the NCAA championThe first half of the split
Wes Santee won the 1.500 meter
last Thursday. for three home
season ships
held in the University of run by almost
in the league will end July
By S. W. AUSTIN
runs in four games, giving him a
15 yards.
4, and
California's Edwards St adin in,
the
BATON
second
ROUGE.
Also contending for Olympia
half
La.
—
will
Adam
four
for
season.
begin
of
the
total
He!
the while
I.INKS CHANT,'ION. M-Sgt.
Jones joined the Marines' berths in the interserv
R. Roche, golf fund chairman
hit his first homer in Yankee Berry, a truly outstanding per- same week, accOrding to a reice meet
of the second flight; Don Jea.
Wes Santee in an interservice were Jim
Charles Ashman of Tennesformer and a sensation of South- lease from .1. B. Martin,
at the Sewart base. Ashman
Davis of the Navy. Ron
stadium
two
weeks
ago.
sen,
league'
first
flight
ssliner; Bob
track
see State university's AFROTV
and
•field
ern university's track and field president, following a
fired 303 for the 72 holes of
HITS LONG HOMER
Kelley, runnerup to Ashman;
meeting cal windup at Memoriachampionships Richards of the Army and Milt
Detachment 790 (front, right)
l coliseum in Campbell of the Navy. Campplay in the tournament held
Last Tuesday night against the team during the early forties, was owners in Chicago last week.
Gene
Love.
fourth
winflight
accepas the Sewart Air Force
Martin also said the owners Los Angeles.
one of the three elected to the
at Sewart last week. Watchbell is a former Indiana univerner
and
Herb
Kelley, second
POSTS BEST WORK
Nair Base Commander's cup and
National
ing the presentation are, left
complete
d
sity
Associat
plans
star who joined the Navy aftion
for
of
Intercoll
egthe
flight
annual
runnerup.
Sowell posted the best mark in er being declared
congratulations from Col. John
iate Athletics' Track and Field East-West game which
to right: Vic Witek, winner
ineligible at the
will be the Berkeley event.
He ran the university.
Hall of Fame at an award cere- played in Chicago Aug. 12.
The goo meter event in 1:46.7. to
shatplayers for the Iwo
mony held at San Diego, Calif.
In all. 10 records were broken
teams
The others receiving this covet- he picked from the Kansas will lei- the American record set la.t at the Berkeley meet, as the colCity
year by Fordham's Tom Court- legians jossled to win
ed honor were C. E. Peterson and Monarchs. Memphis Red sox,
places in
De. ney. Sowell
also smashed the N. the final Olympic tryouts at Lox
Charles Sportsman, both coaches trout Stars and Birming
ham Black Cs A. A. record,
also set by Court- ingeles, June 29-30. The top six
at San Diego State college.
Barons.
ricy.
The trio will have their names
elnishers in last week's two-day
Calhoun twice bettered the meet track 'event here compete
engraved on the NAIA'a Track and LEAGUE STANDINGS:
at Los
Field Hall of Fame trophy, which
W L Pet mark for the 110-meter high hur- Angeles.
Detroit
' SAN DIEGO, Calif. (CIAA News ,
Stars
..... 10 6 .625
is in Helms Hall, famous interService), Morgan State college,'
national sports shrine in Los An- Memphis Red Sox ... 7 8 .466
Kansas City Monarch 4 5 .444
NC college at Durham, and Wingeles.
ston Salem (NC) Teachers, all
arry Doby Minnie Minoso
This year's selection brought the Birm. Black Barons 8 II .421
CIAh schools, placed third, fifth
total to 24 — 10 coaches and 14'
lialtimore Orioles, Dohy blasted
!I
and seventh at the NAIA chamathletes,
cited for reognition by
• i•
a tremendous homer into the uppionships held here in Balboa stathe NAIA through its coordination
it
per deck of the rightfield stands,
dium last week end.
the ball landing in the stands over organization, Helms Athletic Foun•
In addition. NAIA District 29's
dation.
•1;
the visitors' bullpen, a distance of
mile relay team set a new record
Berry was both National .AA111
TEE SHOT
home
430
from
plate.
feet
The
to win this event in 3:11.4. Morand NCAA high jump champion
upper deck of the stands are more
gan stars Ken Kave, Bob Johnin 1942. Ile was chosen for the Pastrano
than 50 feet above the ground. It
/6n. Herb Washington and Lincoln
1942 All-American track an field
was
the
belief
many
of
that
the
Walo's ) Bob Perkins were the winteam in both the AAU and college
•
easily
was
ball
good for 500 feet.
Jerry Brooks. representing ing contest and won seventh
ning runners.
divisions. His all-time best jump
place
As
a
result
of
his
recent
Southern university, placed in two in the individual competition.
BOB
SATTERFIELD, ninth outs to his credit. had been stopwas 6 feet, 8 3-4 inches at PhilaOCCIDENTAL WINS MEET
The
splurge.
has
hiked
Doby
his
batevents in the National Association young golfer is the driving
delphia, on June 29, 1941.
Team scores showed Occidental ranking heavyweight and 1941 Chi- pect only once and had lost a total ting average of .262,
chamas of last
Berry's high jump record of 6
Johnny Holman, Chicago heavy- of Intercollegiate Athletics nation- pion of the Southwest conference
winner in the 80 colleee meet with cago Golden Gloves champion, got of four bouts.
Thursday.
feet. 6 3-4 inches established May weight, and Willie Pastrano, New al golf tourney in San Diego, Cal. ... a title won last Slay • .. He
Satterfield, on the other hand, "My hand is getting
118 points. Strong Abilene Chris- a big lead in the early rounds of
better,"
tian (Tex.) college was runner-up his 10-rounder with Johnny Sum- had a terrific punch in either hand said Doby, "and I can get a firm- 17, 1941, when he reigned as cham- Orleans heavy, have been signed . . .Brooks was third in the driv- teamed with I,avelle Adkin to rapmerlin.
ture the team trophy of the Con24-year-o
pion of the Southwestern confer- to meet in a 10-round elimination
ld 194 - pounder, but has the misfortune of not keepith 52. Morgan's thirds place
er grip on the hat.
ference . . .
bout in Chicago stadium, July 16,
ence, still remains,
rating was result of accumulating and weathered the sixth, seventh ing out of many of his opponent'a
The big centerfielder was bothAndy Woodard paced a strong
This talented athlete was discov- the International Boxing club an46 points, Kansas was fourth w ith and
— eighth rounds, shot a hard wallops to his jaw. To our mind, ered with a rash on his right hand
right
field of Detroit golfers to win the
to
nounced this week.
Johnny's
jaw in the ninth Bob never was really a contender
ered
Coach
by
Gilbert
31, followed by NCC with 29. WinCruter.
forthrough most of the early weeks
.
Windy City Golf club tournament
and won ttM unanimous decision for the world heavyweight crown,
Pastrano, currently rated as the
merly of Southern and now of
•
h pi
of the campaign.
last weekend . . . Playing over
the
of
referee
and
Manual High school of Denver, seventh ranking heavyweight in the
the
two
judgwith 161points.
And if he gets a crack at the
the terrain at Pipe O'Peace, Wood.
where his prep track squads are world, is highly touted by many. /5
The CIAA cindermen gave good 'es in the Chicago Stadium, June proposed elimination tournament
6
ard had rounds of 72-73 for a total
accounts of themselves in the 200 20.
to pick a new world heavyweight busy at the Savoy A. C.; as the running rampant over state com- Some even go so far as to name
oi 145 . . . Sherry Wellons, also
meter race which was won by Satterfield, now 32 and on the championship he will never make amungster who had the fistic world petition. Cruter was a jumping star him as the successor to the chambowing at his feet. So would Bill and once held the
HOUSTON. Texas — Coach Al- of Detroit, was second with 76-70
Bobby Morrow of Abilene with a short end of the 7 to 5 betting. it.
national high pionship*Rocky Marciano gave uP
Gallagher who was one of the Sa- jump champion
a short time ago.
exander Durley's Texas Southern for. 146 • . . Charles Jefferson,
lightning near record 20.8. w aters knocked Summerlin through the
ship.
MUCH FIAS been written about voy club's judges and Billy Doty,
Willie won a 10-round decision university Tigers have a tough to Chicago. was third. with 72-75-147
of Morgan won his heat in 21.9. ropes onto4he apron of the ring Johnny Bratton. There have been
the policeman-referee.
over Chuck Spieser, Detroit heavy, game football schedule arranged • • • and Joe ssoins took fourth
in
the
third
round — the round in a lot
Nave was second in his heat. In
of things left out of those
' for the 1956 season. They will open place with 76-73-149 ... Woodard's
in New Orleans on May 30.
Where are Johnny's happy-gothe semi-finals Waters was second which Bob said, after the fight, he stories. Bratton's biggest mistake
lucky friends of his heydey, those
against Southern of Louisiana at 72 Saturday won him medalist
Willie,
who
usually
injured
hand,
his
weighs
to Morrow, clocked at 21.7. Kaye
was when he was talked into whom he rode around
around 182 pounds, will be facing Galveston Sept. 22, R p.m. Other honors . . . Archie Manuel, Chitown
in
placed third and Waters w a s The crowd, if it could be called breaking with Howard Frazier,
his open Cadillac car which was
a full-fledged heavyweight in Hof. lea:nes following are: Sept. 29, Wi- cago. won the first. flight with 153
that since, 1,979 paid to see the , who made Johnny
fourth in the finals.
and was more lettered "Ed Honeyboy Bratton"
man, who will probably outweigh 'eY• 00
8'
n the 100 meter race which show which was televised national- • like a father than just a mere
p.m- llo„ston; Oct. 6, • • • Bill pn1s°11'
was
Willie, by some 20 pounds. Pas- Prairie View. Houston, 2 p.m.: second with 157 . .Chicago
on the front doors? Where are the
Curry,
. Joe '
,aM starred Morrow. who won lv, seemed pleased with the decis-'manager.
Iran°, who just turned 21, has an Oct. 13, Texas college, Houston: Evanston, Ill., was third with 160
gay ladies at the Pershing hotel
in 10.3 to set a new meet record, ion. But the victory also pleased i We remember the day that John- suite
Kelly Sullivan, Detroit, won
of Bratton's?
ROCKFORD. Ill. — Three mem- overall ring record of 46 fights, Oct. 20. Lincoln (Homecoming) 2 .
Nave placed second and Waters aging Ike Bernstein who is Sat- 1 ny testified before
Col. Joe Trin- It was his old friend Frazier bers of
the
second
winning
flight with 163 . . .
p.m.,
Houston:
37.
losing
Oct.
27,
4,
Langston
boxing
.
5
Rockford West's basketcame in fourth.
terfield's manager.
1 er, chairman, and the Illinois Box- who stood by him as he was sent ball team,
Thomas Weston. Detroit. was seeIllinois State High draws and scoring 8 knockouts. 2 p.m., Fort Worth: Nov. 3. JackBernstein had declared a week ing Commission. Bratton was seek• In the 400 meters. Rob Perkins
Holman, rated fifth in the heavy son college, 8 p.m.. Jackson. Miss.; °nd with 164 •"
away. No it wasn't dope, not as school cage champions
after a sudden
for the
of Linoln (Mo.) set a new meet before the fight that "if Satter- ing to break the contract that exweight division, still feels that he Nov. 10, Paul Quinn, p.m.. Hous- death playoff with Bill McKnight
we call it. Reefers? Your guess last two seasons, have
record in 47.5 Washington of Mor- field loses. he (Bernstein) would isted between Fraicr and himself,
announced remains
is as good as ours. A fool and plans to enroll at the
a threat in the heavy- ton: Nov. 17. Arkansas, 2 p.m., and George Joseph. . .
University of
gan was runner-up. Washington ask him to retire." Satterfield, We walked with Fraier to
weight ranks. Big John, managed Pine Bluff. Ark.: Nov 24, Misthe his money soon part and the old Iowa.
Selma Barbour, Chicago. won the
who weighed 183, has been a con- elevator on the 17th floor
won his heat in 47.6.
after saying is if you want to find out
They are Nolden Gentry, 6-7 by Bernard Glickman. lost a 12- sissippi Vocational, 8 p.m Hous- women's championship flight with
CALHOUN WINS TWO
tender for the world's light heavy- the meeting.
round bout to Bob Baker in Flor- ton.
who is your friend just let bad star: Don Slaughter,
100-105 — 205 . . . Mary Hoggette,
forward and
' North Carolina college's Lee Cal- weight championship. It was a
All that Frazier could say to us luck hit you. Johnny knows now. Bob Washingt
ida last month, and has been idle
Chicago, was second with 109-109on,
guard.
houn was one of the day's double case of "having to win" for Sat- "Can you beat that, after
all I When Eddie Plicque and others
218 . . . Mattie Armstrong, ChiGentry, the most popular of the since that time.
winners. He ran the 120 semifinals terfield or having the Illinois have tried to
Johnny, who weighs about 20:;
do for the boy — begged him to stay straight — he trio, reportedly has been
cago. was third with 103420-223
in 13.0 to set a new record. He State Athletic Commission asking
sought
treated him just as if he was my knew more than they did.
. . . Jean Roberts. Chicago. won
several colleges in recent months. pounds, is eager to take on the
was clocked at 14.0 in the finals him to quit fighting for his pay- own son and now look at what
the girls' junior crown with 199
Those who knew him back in All three sparked the Rockford speedy Pastrano. figuring that a
ahead of Elias Gilbert of Winston check.
victory will catapult him right to
he says."
his days at the Savoy and when team to victory last spring.
for 27 holes. . .Michael Robinson,
eatent who was timed at 14.1.
Satterfield has had 65 pro fights,
the top again.
And when Johnny was near the • he won the world championship Two other teammates,
Ex-heavyJohn
Calhoun set a new meet record Ile has knocked out 31 opponents. end of his career as a boxer fed
sorry for him. Those whom Wessels and Tom Blake will en- Johnny will climb through the weight king Ezzard Charles hang- 195 . .
in the 220 low hurdles which he On the other hand, Summerlin, and badly in need of money, he you meet when you
The Par-Makers will hold their
are going up roll at North Carolina State and ropes with an overall record of ed his way to a seventh-round
negotiated in 23.4.
who stands 6 feet, inches, had came to the very man he had
44 fights. winning 31. losing 12, technical knockout victory over fifth annual tournament June 30,
the ladder of success, you are Bradley university.
' Johnson of Morgan placed third been charged with slowing down in turned against for help. And soft supposed
boxing 1 draw, and scoring 17 Bob Albright here Tuesday night July 1 .
at South Gleason park,
to meet them when you
in the 800 meters which was won the late rounds against such heavy hearted Frazier advanced Bratton are descending
knockouts.
in a dull fight witnessed by less Gary, Ind. . . . There will he 36
back to earth. But
by Billy Tidwell of Kansas State weights as Charlie Powell, bra $1,000. "Never expect to get it the old saying never
FOUR MAJOR TITLES
than two thousand customers.
holes of medal Slay. . .
told Johnny
1:49.1.
Folley and Oscar Pharo. Nobody back," Frazier opined, "just one or anyone
Charles took several rounds to
else that when you are
Michigan State distance runner A MIGHTY MITE
rwo old rivals in the high jump, yet has been able to figure out of those things
loosen up, despite the heat at 26 PLAYERS it EyERN
in life."
hitting the rocks, those whom Henry Kennedy
won four major
arles McCullough of NCC and how Johnny came to be a 7 to 5
Michigan State left fielder Jim Phoenix sofhall park. But he had
Well. the less said about Brat- you met and who acclaimed you
champion
ships
during
the 1955-56 Sack, a mighty mite at 5-6 and Albright's left
Bob Barksdale of Morgan, again favorite unless it was because of ton's plight, the better. We would on the way
ee marked by the
Seventeen of 26 players is- h e
up — just can't be school year. including Big
Ten and 140 pounds, led the Spartans in third round.
locked horns for a split victory, his record. The Detroiter had won like to remember him as
the up found when the downward path, I14A cross country titles,
plas.ed for Michigan State in its
the Big hitting, doubles, triples and total
Their hest height was six feet and 30 out of 36 fights, the last 1 of and coming lightweight whom
,Alhright spent much of his time 17-11 Rose Bowl win over truk
is filled with thorns and bitter.: Ten outdoor two-mile run
and the bases in 1956 and was named the early in the fight
three and one fourth inchgs.
them in a row-He had 19 knock- matchmaker Eddie Plicque kept 1 ness.
crowding Charles return for action in the fall if
NCAA 3,000 meter steeplechase. I team's "most valuable player."
I whom he outweighed 209 to 197. 1956.

Adam Berry
Honored By
The NAIA

Calhoun
•
Triuniph I n Meet

Bob Perkins Sets New Mark For The
400 Meters In NAM Track Meet

DOWN

f

o man And',
To
ox In Chi

Two Johnnys Lose

THE FAIRWAY
Wins Windy City Meet

TSU Slates 10
G
Games For
scheduie

Ilik

Iowa Will Get
Three Illinois
Court Stars

Ezz Charles Scores
TKO Over Albright

IA
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'X Sat., June 30, 1956

Ernest Burford Scores
DecIsion Over Jones

lemi-Pro All-Star Game July 13;
,Voting for Players Now Underway
The Memphis Semi-Pro League
All-Star Game will be played on
Friday night, July 13, at Martin
-Stadium. The two teams will be
made up from players of the four
divisions of the League Division
- One and Four will furnish the East
• teams, while the West team will
be selected from players of Di'Vision Two and Three.
- It has been brought to our attention that many of the fans_da
- not know the names of all the
players in the different divisions
and have asked, how they can
vote for certain players. We ask
those who don't know the names
of the players, to just name the
team on which they play, such
as Beavers' catcher; Rams' centerfielder, Ellendale's shortstop,
and etc.
.1 We have asked each team to furl:Irish us with the names, the nicknames and the positions of each
player and with that information.
the tabulators will be able to supply the name where the voter has

AIR CONDITIONED!
Starts
Sunday

SEOUL — (INS) — The U. S.
Seventh Division reported that an
American Army
officer
was
drowned Saturday when the Helicopter in which he was riding as
a passenger plurted into a swiftflowing river on Korea's western
front.
ERNEST BURFORD, r 1 g t,
The pilot suffered minor injuries.
Memphis middleweight, poses
He was identified as First Lt
with fourth-ranked Vince MarRichard T. Claus of Philadelphia.', tinez, of Paterson, N. J. Bur-

OLD WEST
ford scored a unanimous decision over Al Jones, of Chi.
cago, in an eight rounder in
Monroe, La. last Thursday

TUSKEGEE, Ala. — Dr. Joseph
Alonzo Berry died suddenly June
13 in New York City while enroute to his home here. With his
family he had attended
t h e graduation of his oldest
daughter, Constance, from Bates
college at Lewiston, Maine.
Dr. Berry was a member of
the surgical staff of Provident hospital in Chicago from 1926 to
1942. That same year,
he joined the surgical staff of the Veterans hospital at Tuskegee. At the
time of his death he was assistant
chief of surgery.
The noted surgeon was a Fellow
of the American College of Surgeons and a Diplomat of the
American Board of Surgery. He
was a member of the national
board of the NAACP.
Surviving,, are his widow, Ernestine
Siggers
Berry, two
daughters, Constance and J o e
Anne, and a son. Joseph, jr.
Interment w a s at Hillside Cemetery in Minneapolis, Minn.

For The All-Star Game
July 13 at Martin Stadium

EAST TEAM
FIRST BASE
SECOND BASE
THIRD BASE
SHORTSTOP
LEFT FIELD
CENTERFIELD
RIGHT FIELD
CATCHER

WEST TEAM
EXPERTS AT PRINCIPALS'
CONFAB. . .The 93 Tennes•
see school principals attending the study council summer
conference at Tennessee State
university campus this R eek
will get first hand "dope" on
the problems of school admin•

FIRST BASE
SECOND BASE
THIRD BASE
SHORTSTOP
LEFT FIELD
CENTERFIELD
CATCHER

LARRY'S
DEPARTMENT STORE
240 E. McLEMORE
Headquarters in the

Third and

McLemore Area For:
• SUN BACK DRESSES

istration from experts. The experts shown are (seated I. to
r.) Dr. Charity Mance, state
department of education; R.
E. Brinkley. director of special education; (Standing) N.
A. Crippens, state department
of education and council exe•

cutive secretary; Dr. Malcolm
Williams, Tennessee State's supervisor of graduate education; and J. L. Sects, council
chairman. (Photo by Clanton
III)

YMCA Teams Start OfflAdvisory Group
Strong In WDIA Loop loi TB,Health
Assoc. Elects

RIGHT FIELD

At . . .

Virginia
MAYO
Robert
STACK
Ruth
ROMAN

night, the bout being the semiwindup of a polio benefit program. (Taylor Photo)

Dr.J.A.Berry
Buried in
Minneapolis

Semi-Pro Teams

SUMMER FUN CLOTHES

BIG
DAYS

The strangest
conflict to
come out of the

Vote for your All-Star

SAVE DOLLARS ON YOUR

0,0)DAILSY
)
GREAT DRAMA!
GREAT ACTION!

Officer Drowns As
Copter Falls In River

Mail To Sports Department
TRI-STATE DEFENDER
236 S. Wellington

By FRANK ARMSTRONG

' Augustine vs Elliston Heights Juniors
Last week saw the first week
of play in the WDIA Baseball! Orange Modnd, 4 p.m., HamilThe Negro Advisory group of the
ton Juniors vs Orange Mound and
League this season.
Shelby
County TB and Health AsCastalia
5:30,
Heights Seniors vs.
After formal ceremonies were •
1
sociation has elected Prof. A. B.
held with representatives from the Junior Braves.
Bland as chairman for 1956-57. AsTuesday, July 3 at Klondyke: sociation
Mayor's Office, Radio Stadion W.
president John Vorder
D. I. A. and the Memphis Park 4 p.m. Klondyke Juniors vs Hyde
Bruegge, jr., also announced apCommission present, league play Park and 5:5q Douglas Juniors vs
pointment of Prof. Bland as chairwas postponed for one full week East Side.
man of Negro programs.
as the rainy weather forced canBinghampton: 4 p.m. West End
Other advisory group officers
cellation of all games. But, last versus Gospel Temple and 5:30
are: Rev. Roy Love, vice chairweek the weather cleared and the Gospel
Temple Seniors vs White man; Mrs.
A. B. Clarke, secre• who had been eagerly awaitStation.
.
•;le first pitch and the extary; Miss Fairy Peyton. asst.
Lincoln Park: 4 p.m. Hamilton secretary
nt that goes with it, took
and Rev. A. E. Andrews,
.e different diamonds and in-: Seniors vs YMCA and 5:30 Dixie seal
sale chairman.
duiged in a full week's schedule. Mound Jets.
Serving on the Board of DirecY-TEAMS TOUGH
tors will be Dr. Montee Falls, Dr.
After the first week's play The
Frank Sinatra, in Spain making
W. W. Gibson, Mrs. Lilla Lewis,
YMCA entries in the league look "The
Proud and the Profane,"
like the teams to watch this seaRev. J. A. McDaniel, Miss Corson. Others looking good so far. told a Hollywood visitor ..that he nelia Sanders, Prof. J.
D. Springare the Hamilton Wildcats. Orange is so homesick for America that er, Mrs. Beulah
Williams, Rev. S.
Mound. Elliston
Heights and he will never leave the country A.
Owen, B. Hooks and Mrs. MilDouglas. Remembering that some again.
dred Heard.
of the teams have not played yet,
it is entirely too early to evaluate
them at this early date. There are
26 teams in the WDIA League and
all of them haven't had a chance
to play yet.
The fans are urged to go out
and see these little leaguers of the
WDIA League in action at the dif110111111Welliallaila
ferent diamonds throughout the
a"."1".1
PROM
.
YO67
"
"
1 .°
P .11"
city. The diamonds being used thiGOODWIL
L STATION ADVERTISER
year through the cooperation of
the Memphis Park Commission are
Klondyke, Binghampton. Orange
Mound, L. E. Brown and Lincoln
I I'I
Park.
THE SLATE
Here is this week's schedule:
At L. E. Brown diamond today
at 4 p.m. the Orange Mound Jetc
play the Hamilton Wildcats. A:
',ON YOUR
oice Delicicit)
5:30 the Dixie Heights Seniors
1.‘
0000
meet Castalia Heights.

"GREAT DAY IN THE MORNING"
In Technicolor and Cinemascope!

GALA JULY 4TH ATTRACTION!
Starts Wednesday! 3 Big Days - 3!

5IO0C-P5sKID $10115 Si &MIRKA'S -MOST WAATID- DISPIRANS'

Chemically impregnated lumber
is being used as a structural ma- I
terial substitute for steel and concrete in some types of buildings.

,...,,,.....-....--..—...........1
.

IF YOU CAN FIND
A BETTER
...BUY IT

•
▪

-YOU CAN Buy WITH
•

• BERMUDA SHORTS
• SWIM SUITS
• SPORTY STRAW CAPS

Your charge account is cordially invited
You'll like the personal service at .

LARRY'S DEPT. STORE
240 E. McLEMORE

teN

As Advertised On ...

•

1480
ON EVERY
DIAL

r

Ernest Burford of Memphis,lring favorite.
fighting in the middleweight class.1 Son of a steel mill hand Ernes
scored a unanimous decision over ' reached the 11th grade of Booker
Al Jones of Chicago in an eight- T. Washington school then decided
round match in Monroe, La. Thurs- to make pro boxing his career.
day night. The bout was the semi- , He had been a sparkling amateur
windup of a polio benefit program. fist-totsser, (winning 49 of 52 cons
It was Burford's fifth victory tests and copping .the Tri-State,
since
lo
oneeotnurning proprofeso
bsiuotnal. He has Mid-South and AAU 1955 welter.
weight title at Montgomedy,
only
Burford's manager, Jack Laza- Trained by Willie Moore and
rov and trainer, Rye Ridblatt, are Rye Ribblatt, the hard-punching
Burford turned pro on Sept. 20.
Memphians,
:
1
Top-notch trainer Johnny Subo 1955. He blasted his first opponent
who once saw Burford in action into dreamland in less than a
reported that Ernest is a skillful round. The second man he met
boxer light on his feet and car- suffered a like fate.
ries kayo power in either fist. He
A use system under which the
further stated that Burford is a
i sale of prison-made goods is limthrilling boxer to watch in action.
ited to state departments and
He fights a great deal on the or-1 agencies has been adoptesf and put
der of Sugar Ray Robinson his into practice in 36 of the states.

simply named the team and posi- Athletics and the Goldsmiths.
tion.
i Division Three is made up of
Today's edition is carrying the the Hyde Park Indians, Letter Carfirst report of the votes for the riers, Demon Gems, Ellendale
opposing teams, with the East Bears, Mallory .Air Force Depot
team furnishing the most ballots. and South Memphis Chicks.
Division Four is composed pracEach year it seems that more interest is shown in the selection of tirallY of all industrial or c o
the East team than in the selec- Pally teams and is the only eight
tion of the West. Fans have ap- team division. The Memphis Ram ,
proximately two more weeks in Tate Red Sox, Ful-O-Pep Chicks,l
which to send in their baltots and Black Caps, Memphis Trojans,
as before, we are expecting the Hunter Fans, Humkos and the
bulk of the ballots to come in Memphis Light, Gas and Water.
during the last week.
According to the rules, the playThere are 26 teams in the Semi-I ers receiving the highest number
Pro League, six in each of the of votes will be in the starting lineFirst, Second and Third Divisions up and play for at least three
and eight in the Fourth Division. innings, with the exception of the
Division One is composed of Mem. pitchers. The pitchers are being
phis Greys, Booker T. Warriors, selected by the opposing managCurrie's Beavers, Dodgers, Fed- era and coaches.
League officials are looking for
eral Compress Blues and Magnothe
biggest crowd yet to be on
ha Eagles,
hand for the fourth annual All Division Two is composed of Star Game. Tickets will
go on sale
Memphis Hardwood Stars, West in the next few days at various
Enders, Orange Mound Tigers, places in the city.

OFFICIAL
BALLOT

I

At Kiondyke today Klondyke
plays Douglas at 4 p.m. and at
5:30 West End Stars take on the
East Side Juniors.
At Binghampton at 4 p.m. White
Station plays Douglas in the senior division.
Monday. July 2i Lincoln Park
4 p m. Castalia Braves versus Y
M C. A. Juniorit and 5.30, St.
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Out of Kentucky, the great bourbon country, comes the greatest of them all,
mellow, warmhearted iged to pertection six i
years . . Ancient Age. We
challenge vou to find a letter bourbon. Kentuck, ,traight BO LI RH()N Whiskey
6 Years Old • 73 PrOOF • Ancient Age Distilling Company, Frankfort, Kentucky.
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Ministers Should Check
A. On Social Security
!

TRI-qATE DEFENDER
Sat., June 30, 1956

By RILIBYE F TURNER

1

Mrs. Stewart
Comes Home On
Summer Visit

Self-employed professional- angi- of the
benefit until tax returns
neers, accountants, funeral direc- are filed, he explained
, but this
tors and ministers covered under year's earnings can be used now
in determining whether the worksocial eecurity for the first
time er is insured.
in 1956, according to J. W.
Eanes, Beneficiaries between
age 65 and
payment of Federal old-age insur72 who get more than $1,200 in a
ance benefits if they are age
65 year stand to lose some benefits,
or over and if they have
net earn- depending on the total
amount
ings of $400 or more in
1955 and earned in the year, and the
in 1956, according to . W.
amount !
Eanes, of work actively engaged in. There
manager of the Memphis
social is no teatric*:an on earnings after
security office.
age 72.
Mr. Eanes said it is not
neces- ! Inquiries should be made at
the
sary to wait until the end
of the social security office, 188
Jefferyear when Federal income tax
son in Memphis. Regular visits
returns and self-employment
ports are due before payments re- are made to surroudning counties
can by representatives of the Memphis
begin. Credit for 1956 earnings
will office. Schedule of visits may be
not be given in figuring the
amount obtained at post offices.

Forrest City and Madison Briefs

15

Mrs. Robert L. Stewart, t h e
former Miss Geraldine Dabney,
arrived in Memphis Tuesday evefling accompanied by her t w o
daughters, Jean Merriel and Rhondy Renee.
Both Mrs. Stewart and her husband, Robert L. Stewart, a r •
graduates of Booker T. Washington High school of Memphis. She
is a member of the Tops and
Teens club and also an active
member in civic work. Mr. Stewart is an electrical hop planner
at Long Beach. Calif., Navy
, Yard. They are communicants of
a Catholic church.
Mrs. Stewart is stopping with
Joyce Walls, Shirley A. Miller,
her mother, Mrs. L. M. Rogers, of
N'ernice Starks, Perry E.
107 N. Rembert.
('leases, Ernest Long, AmRelatives and friends present at
brose Bennett, Ronnis McWilthe airport to greet her included
liams, Gary Davis, Carolyn
her mother, a sister, Mrs. ErnAnn Jones, Howard Cosby.
est lietcherson, Mr. Iletcherson
and son; an aunt, Mrs. Anna J.
Parker; great aunt, Mrs. C. B.
Johnson; Mrs Leslie Stewart,
Miss Lee Eleanor Reed, Robert
Clay, and Mrs. Gloria Horne MeKinney, also visiting from N e
York City.
Many social affairs are being
planned in her honor.

4

LANE AVENUE Kindergarten
held its graduation exercise
on June 6 in the church. Diplomas were presented by
Mrs. N. L. Bradshaw, of Flor•
Ida school. The King a n d

Jueen were crowned by Mrs.
J. W. Williaths. Mrs. A. B.
Robinson is instructor a n d
Rev J. W. Williams is church
minister First row left to
right are: Christine E. Wit.

liams, Calvin McClain, Gregor Mason, Wanda Johnson
Maxie Coleman, Sandra S.
Howard, Charles Wilson, Sandra L. Dortch, Thelma L.
Johnson, Edna Marie Brown

Silver Jane Anderson, W. J.
Gammon and Gloria Jean
Williams, Bach row same order: Queen E. Johnson, Anita
Boggs. Patricia A. Clark, Ce•
nese Keel, Mary Henderson,

Hello, everybody! How nice it is.the thirty-one
member colleges of
to get together with you again forl
the United Negro Colleges and you
our weekly chat. I shall bring you
help to keep these North Central
up to date on the news and hapAccredited college doors open to
enings in our vicinities.
the Negro youth. You are also conMrs. Ethel Thomas and family tributing
specifically to building a
of Nashville, Tenn., are visiting
better local community. We are
Dr. and Mrs. S. B. Banks on Ash!
asking your wholehearted cooperat. Mrs. Thomas is the duaghter
ation when you are approached by
of Dr. Banks. E. C. Clay, jr, son
a solicitor for your contribution in
of Dr. and Mrs. E. C. Clay, was this
drive.
in the city also recently. Young
Clay is a student at the University of Arkansas School of Medicine. Visiting her daughter, Mrs.
E. G. Cobb, is Mrs. R. J. Sallis
of Kosciusko. Miss. Mrs. Sallis
PHILADELPHIA — Robert R.
will be in our city for a few
weeks while the C. T. Cobbs are
Johnson, grand exalted ruler of
Born at John Gaston Hospital:
Decner of 2425 Eldridge.
vacationing in Portland, Ore. Mrs.
f Charles Edward Poindexter, a the Improved Benevolent ProtecJUNE 22, 1956
M. L. Paige, of Detroit, Mich., is
A daughter to Mr. and Mrs. son, to Mr and
By DANNY BARLEY
Mrs Howard tive Order of Elks of the World,
Berryhill,
a
Ann
Linda
daughter, Roy Jackson. of 393 Foote Park. I
visiting her sister, Mrs. W. A.
Poindexte
r.
of
2984
!:ermantown has sent Dr. Adolphus W. Anderto Mr. and Mrs. Chester L. BerChristophe. The Charles Taylor
Connie Mae Dean, a daughter, rd
A dance was given at the YMCA
son, director of veterans affairs
ryhill, of 1208 Tunica,
' family of New York recently vis- last Thursday by the 1480 Teen
to Mr. and Mrs. William A. JUNE 17, ma
on an international good-will tour
Jacquelin
Demetriu
e
s Burton, a Dean, of 963 Ford pl.
ited Mrs Annie M. Lofton and Time Party club. The dance drew
George Jones. jr, a son, ti Mr. to Canada and Labrador, Newdaughter. to Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
. other relatives in the city. Rev. an estimated crowd of about 200
Frank Lamar Orange, jr., a son.
and
Mrs. George Jones, of 742 foundland.
Burton. of 967 Lenow.
and Mrs. E. L. Nelson motored teenagers. Acting as hostess durto Mr. and Mrs. Frank L. Orange, Giles
During the tour he will invesrd.
Gause,
Linda
to California with the R. B. Blands,, ing the dance were the Vibes, the
Fay
a daughter, to of 1591 S. Orleans.
tigate conditions under which soli
A
daughter,
to
Mr.
and
Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Jed T. Gause, of
of Madison, recently to attend the Five Tinos and the Rubies.
Jevita Lois Hubbard, a daugh- Collins Ilarris, of 2167
diers are living in this far north
Hunter.
233 Decatur.
Baptist S. S. and BTU Congress.I VAN DETTES
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Lester J.
Rhonda
Hubbard. a daughter, to outpost, and set up lodges in the
Lewis Allgood, a son, to Hubbard,
*Our happy birthday bouquets go
Gary
The Van Dettes Social c 1 u
of 14 N. Orleans.
, Mr. and Mrs. James Hubbard of Canada and Newfoundland area.
Aft, and Mrs. Odes Allgood, of 181
Mrs. B. C. Williams and little gave a
Annette Jordan, a daughter, to 365 High.
lawn party last Tuesday
His mission also will include an
Greenlaw.
Margaret Jeffers this at the home
Mr. and Mrs. Richard B. Jordan
Jo-Ann Mayo. The
Earl Shaw, jr., a son, to Mr. effort to have veterans of this
Larry Campbell, a son, to Mr.
week. Many happy returns to them Van
of 237 Turley.
Dettes are the sisters of the
and Mrs. Earl Shaw, of 290
squadron join the Elks and work
and Mrs. Horace Campbell, of 1989
both.
3IunVan Dykes Social club. The club
A daughter to Mr. and Mrs. ford.
under his department.
On the sick list this week are sweethear
Jefferson.
James Triplett of 373 Allen.
t is Lesley Ronsom.
JUNE 16. I956
Mrs. Lunette Johnson and Mrs.
Carlos
LeNod
Lashley.
son,
a
to
Some of those seen present at
A son to Mr. and Mrs. Orenzo i Alvin Keith Rhodes, a
Elnora Peoples. We pray for them
son, to
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Lashley Hollowell
the party were Andrew Cummings,
of 748 Marble.
i Mr. and Mrs Lloyd Rhodes
'a speedy and complete recovery. James Harris,
of 2977 Autumn.
of
Eleanor Flora Carson, a (laugh.. 3034 Crystal.
Ricks Mason, RobLarry Bernard Williams a son ter
LADIES RELIEF CLUB
LOANS — INSURANCE
ert Atkins, Stephen Boone, Grant
to Mr. and Mrs. Walter G.
Dwight Williams, a son, to Mr.
to Mr. and Mrs. James. Williams Carson, of
The Ladies Relief Club of St. Ward, Thomas Suggs Dorothy
72 Union Aronu•
417 Lipton!.
and
Mrs.
Nathan
Williams, of 790
of 1464 Helen.
Luke AME church, Mrs. Pauline Stil, Anthony Kato, David Parker,
Serving Memphis 50 Years
JUNE 19, 1956
Castle.
Parnelar Ann Brownlee a daughSmith, president, held its month- Lee Atkins. Hugh Strong, Crystal
A son to Mr. and Mrs. Eddie
Charles Edward Calhoun. a son,
JA. 6-0341
ter. to Mr. and Mrs. James D. W. Williams,
/y meeting with Mrs. L. J. Clark. Strong, Gretta Brad, Myra Smith,
of 714 Leath.
to Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Calhoun,
Brownlee, of 2087 Sparks.
A BEAUTIFUL RECEPTION
At the close of the business ses- Marvin Neal and Tyrus Ingram.
Boyd, daughter of Mr. a n d
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Car- ' of 1142 Donnely.
A son to Mr. and Mrs. Albert roll Matthews,
honored Mr. and Mrs. Sylvession, the ladies complimented the LEAVING TOWN?
Mrs. Leon Boyd. She is a grad.
of 1665 Rayner.
Doris Jean 11111 a daughter to
Jackson
hostess with a kitchen shower for
of 308 Modden.
ter Davis, seen cutting their
uate of Booker T. WashingMarvin Lewis Smith a son to Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Leaving
town?
Crystal
is
So
Hill of 967
Hugh
Dabney
Ellis
a
her new home on Beech se Many
son
lovely wedding cake. The afto
,
Memphis,
ton high school in
Mr. and Mrs. Edward D. Smith McDowell. e
Mr. and Mrs. Roosevelt Dabney ' of 250 Ayers.
attractive and useful gifts were Strong, the 15 year old daughfair was held at the resiTenn.
A
2-C
slsester
Davis
Michael Irvin Robinson a son
ter of Mrs. Martha Strong, of
of
pEietshteolny n.
given.
dence of the bride's grandmois grandson of Mrs. Julia MrMichael Octavious Lipford a to Mr. and Mrs.
1383 Kaltner. Crystal will leave
Emmett RobinCarl
Alexander, a son,'son of Mr. and
ther's, Mrs. Pinky Richardris. The event was a big af! The Nacirema club is making Memphis, Sunday for Buffalo. N.
Mrs. Roy B. Lip. son of 1874 Benford.
to Mr. and Mrs. Preston Alexan- ford of 1336
son. The new Mrs. Davis is
plans for its annual Fourth of July Y., where she will stay with
fair
in
West
Memphis
social
Adelaide.
Calvin
RECORDS FOR EVERYONE
her
Tate a son to Mr. and
der, of 846 Polk,
the former Miss Rosie L e e
picnic. This year the William Bar- uncle, Harry Hassel.
circles. (Fairs Photo)
Glenda Joce Rathell a daugh. Mrs, Robert Tate
She will reof
1340
Calvin Everett Floyd, a son to ter to
Wabash.
306 Peeler at Lauderdale
abins of Osceola and the Willard turn to Memphis in Septembe
Mr. and Mrs George W.
r.
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Floyd of 284 Kathell of 29
Whitakers of Madison are the co- Crystal promises she will
Phone JA 343411
Lucca.
have a
Latram.
A son to Mr. and Mrs. Gid
happy vacation. So we join in,
3
Karen Lendl Williams a daugh- Ifolmers of 293
The Off-Campus Unit of Philand- hoping that Crystal will live
W. Colorado.
up
.
ter to Mr. and Mrs. Collie Wiler Smith college held in Forrest to her promise and have a hapy
Mary Deloach Fitzgerald a ;
hams
Mosby.
903
of
City each year is nearing the end vacation.
daughter to Mr. and Mrs. Alex
Rosie Mary Scott a daughter Fitzgerald of 108
of the Summer session. The first MEDICO SI
,
Tunstall.
chapel program was held 1 a St
to Mr. and Mrs. Joe W. Scott of
Fred Lee Jeffries, jr.. a son, to
Maxine McCain seems to be the
following
2325
Carnes.
persons
week with the
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Jeffries, of
envy of all the girls around the
appearing: Mrs. Joy M. Ald- Hollywood section (Hollywood,
Michael Morehead a son to Mr. 948 Porter.
Calridge, Mrs. Parthenis Mitchum if.? No.) of town- with her new
and Mrs. Henry Morehead of 1069 Cheryl Ann Stout, a daughter,
and Mrs. Rubye F. Turner (your Mexican skirt. The skirt is las.„...,,
N Manassas.
to Mr. and Mrs. George L. Stout,
scribe). Mrs. Charlene Sykes serv- tered with Mexican colors. It has
Victoria Denise Howard a daugh- of 753 Tillman.
The
beautiful home of Mrs. Leon Clark, MM. Helen Taylor, Albert
ed as Mistress of Ceremonies.
ter to Mr, and Mrs. Quienter
a black and orange sombrero on
Michael Anthony Alexander, a
WASHINGTON — (INS) — The
It was at the Chapel Hour that the back and front. It also has a Porter was the setting of a sue- f Blanton. James Taylor, Mrs. Ed- Howard of 1470 Apple.
son to Mr. and Mrs. Landis Alex- long
cessful
tea
given
by
Ebonaires
the
-dormant Federal school aid
v
Blanton,
r
edie
I
D
L.
Clarence McGee, A son to Mr. and Mrs. Lewis
the United College Fund
green, red, and white scarf on the
ander of 365 Allen.
bill was approved by the
was launched officially by M r s. I front and back. In the background Social club on June 16. An ar- Mrs. Rosie Mechece, Mrs. Ida White, of 1385 Azalia.
House
JUNE 18 1956
ray of flowers added color and Smith, Mrs. Lucille McCarleY, mildred
rules committee last week and
Bruce Moore, Associate Chairman.i of the skirt is a blue sky.
Gertrude Bonner, a
Jimmy
Lee
Bradford
a son to the way cleared for
beauty for the occasion. Among Mrs. Pryor.
This fund is solicited each year CAMPUS VISIT
floor action
daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Mr. and Mrs. Clarence P. Brad- after
a 10-month delay.
guests present were Mrs. Jessie
..•
and serves the same purpose .to
Bonner,
Memphis
football
of 1141 Thomas.
star of
The all
, ford of 2167 Kansas.
The vote was 8 to 3. The bill Is
the community as the Community BTW left Memphis last Sunday to M. Goodman, Mrs. Willene Tyler, The Gay La Femme (The Gay
Cutis Clark, a son, to Mr. and
Peter Simpson jr. a son to
Chest. However, the colleges re- visit the campus of The Univer- Mrs. Elizabeth Brarnlett, Miss Ladies) Social club was organized Mrs. James Clark, of 3022
expected to be called up in the
McMr.
and
Mrs. Peter Simpson of House
. .
ceive in return three or four times site of Southern Illinois.
this week.
e is • Eale, Mr. and Mrs. Willie Adams, last March at the home of Mrs. Adoo.
932 Lewis.
The legislation authorizes one
the amount collected for its ef- lie* Brown, the valedictorium of Mrs'. Willie M. Nickens, .Willie Bernice R. Woods, of 2677 Park , JUNE 21, 1956
Barry
William
Thomas
a son billion
forts. Philander Smith is one of BTW's senior class. Brown plans ' Bearice Almour, Mrs. Ruble M. ave. The following are officers of I
600 milliol dollars in fedA son to Mr. and Mrs. Dedrick to Mr. and Mrs. Robert C. Thom- eral
aid over a four-year period
to enter the college this fall, but Seymore, Mrs. W. L. Robinson, t h e organization: Mrs. Daisy Beittenum of 1357 S. Parkway E. as of 1018 Haywood.
to help states finance the construcwill return home before entering. sr., Oddie Seymour, Mrs. Lillie Paige, president; Mrs. Bernice R.
Ora Pearl Henry a daughter, to
A son to Mr. and Mrs. Robert tion
of badly-needed classrooms.
Williams, Louis Neal, Mrs. Vcrlie Woods:, vice president Miss Eu- Mr. and Mrs. Dewitt
THE FAIRGROUNDS
Henry, of 958 S. Bachus of 1463 Dunn.
The
bill was approved by the
Tuesdayreally a boom- Harris, Mrs. Velma Branch, James nice Gordon, secretary; Miss Ear- Mississippi.
Vicki Lynn Jones a daughter
WASHINGTON — (ANP)—Mrs. ing day at the Fairgrounds. Al- Johnson, Frank Holmes, Willada line Stone, assistant secretary;
Phllis Delores Douglass a to Mr. and Mrs. Warner Jones, education and labor committee in
August, 1955, but the rules com- Gilbey's clarity is your promise
Henrine Ward Banks, chairman though Elvis Presley was there it
Mrs. Juanita Stanback, treasurer; daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Clar-; of 1349 Kennedy.
mittee, which acts as a steering
of the youth conservation depart- is said that most of the teenagers knocked out he will get all the.3Irs, Bennie Sueing, chaplain; ence Douglass, of 718 Marble.
Audrey Reshelle Catron, a
of the best Martini, for
ment of the National Council of didn't give him a second look. pub he needs.
!Mrs. La Verne Simpson, sergeant
Gregory Smith, a son, to Mr. daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Her- group on legislation, failed to act.
Gilbcy's
is made the natural,
Federal
aid
Robert
there
were
Those seen
advocates finally forcNegro Women and dean of womBeverly Coleman, did Thomas at arms; Mrs. Christine A. Cox, and Mrs. James II. Smith, of 444 bert L. Catron, of 1841 Kellner
es: a showdown.
uncoIorcd
way..
.the gin
en of Bethune-Cookman college, Allen, James; Craigen, R o b e r t Suggs come home safe and sound reporter, and Mrs. Carsaunder Ad- Jenson rd.
Circle.
Those voting to send the bill to
was reappointed by the board of Hall, Janice Suggs, Hattie Day- last Thursday night? Raymond dison, member. The club wishes
Walter James Adams, a son, to
Roland Waller, a son, to Mr,
that's d,y, crystal-clear,
the floor were Reps. Ray Madden
directors of NCNW as chairman role Hooks, Willie Houston, Mary Bailey will surely hear of this. its friends to know that their mot- Mr. and Mrs, Percy Adams, of and Mrs. Louis D. Waller,
of 2133 (D) Ind.:
Richard Bolling (D) and the rig/it proof.
of the 1957 observance of Mary Ann Thomas, William Kincaide,
Maxine McCain, is this guy at to is, "Not for Ourselves, But For 91 W. Olive.
Carolyn Denise Cox a daughMo.;
Thomas
McLeod Bethune commemoration Melvin and Albert Greer, a n d Tennessee State your pen pal or All." The next meeting of the JUNE 21 1956
P. O'Isecill (D)
Please yourself eith
Shirley Ann Murphy, a daughMass.; James J. Delaney (D) N.
. many others.
group is scheduled at the home I Brenda Ann Casey a daughter ter to Mr. and Mrs.
week.
lover?
Anderson
GOSSIP
TEEN TOWN
Y.; Leo E. Allen (R) Ill; ClarEarnestine Davis, what's h a p. of Mrs. Juanita W. Stanback, 1107 , to Mr. and Mrs. Erskin Casey Murphy of 856 McComb,
Eyes tell me that Wilbert W'hit- pening between you and Square Woodlawn at 4 p.m. , July 9.
' of 2405 Park.
Sherrill Lynn Bowdery a daugh- ence J. Brown (R) Ohio, Harris
HOUSEWORKER—
ney was seen going into A. Schwab Partee?
Ellsworth (Hi Oreg.. and Henry
Arndt Miller, jr., a son, to Mr. ter to Mr. and Mrs. Robert
La Vie En Rose Social club
HOUSEKEEPERS
Bow- J. Latham
R) N. Y.
Seaborn, what is this I met at Beulah's Tavern, Thurs- and Mrs. Arnen Miller, of 611 Ex- dery, of 578 Wicks.
1.0.,;enced or net. A toed Jib waiting last Saturday.
Charlie Cobbert wants poAlicity hear of you and Clifton Drake day,
ter yet. 530 te $40 a week. SUS ticket
change.
Those
voting
A
"no" were chairJune
daughter,
with
28,
Mrs.
to
Mr.
and
Maude
Mrs.
Employment
sent it needed. Household
but how can I give him any if he leaving the Artists and Models Collins
George Abraham Murphy a son Edward Griffin, of 801 Polk.
man Howard W. Smith (D1 Va.,
Owens as hostess. Included
Service. It S. Lexington Avenge, White
football
Men
Maybe
girl.
has
no
club dance earl, last Tuesday in the besiness discussed was the to Mr. and Mrs. Grenvil Murphy, Carolyn Denise Cox, a daugh- and Reps, William Colmer (D)
Plains, N. Y.
season starts and he get his teeth nigh t,
‘
l t,
i ce
admision of a new member, Mr. ofGeorge256 B a \
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. James C. Miss., and James W. Trimble (D)
Mary Jo Taylor, do you still Shirley McGhee. A delicious cold
Wesley Parker, a son, Cox, of 640 Stephens,
Ark
run around with Robert Greer? plate repast was served and en- to Mr. and Mrs. Eldridge Parker, Brenda Joyce Washington,
With the bill out of the rules!
a
Careful now, let's be careful.
joyed by the members of the club. of 1936 Kansas,
daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. George committee, the next major hurdle
faced by the legislation is an anti
Willie Jefferson seems to be try- Mrs. M. Collins Owens, presiMaxine Hampton, a daughter Washington, of 2125 Benford,
ing to talk to Juniap Brisco. dent; Mrs. S. McGhee, reporter. to Mr. and Mrs. Robert S. HampPearline Shields, a daughter, to segregation amendment which will.
ton of 3009 Hornlake rd.
Mr. and Mrs. West C. Shields, of be offered by Rep. Adam Powell'
(D) N. Y.
A son to Mr. and Mrs. Hosea 2316 Brookins
The amendment would bar fedH
) eral funds to schools which pracWords of the Wise
tice racial segregation.
People are always blaming
their circumstances for what
they are. I don't believe in circumstances. The people who
get on in this world are the
people who get up and look for
the circumstances they want,
and If they can't find them,
make them.
ALSO—
—(George Bernard Blaaw)
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GILBEY'S
GIN

NO FIXED DOWN PAYMENT
Tell Us What You Can Pay
Always 100 Clean Cars On Lot

'53 thru '56 MODELS

'4111111111111111111111111116.,
IRONS REPAIRED

Low Bank Financing • Day or Night
ALSO
'46 Thru '52 MODELS

As Low As $50 Down
Notes As Low As
$5 to $10 Per Week

GRADE

CARS — TRUCKS

TOASTERS . LAMPS
FANS - PERCOLATORS
VACUUM CLEANERS
REBUILT VACUUM $095
CLEANERS
1111 up

We Finance These Ourselves

'C. B. SMITH MOTOR CO.
2586 POPLAR
Open 'Til 9 P.M.• 34-5557

ALL MAKES -- MODELS

CAN YOU USE

CASH?
CITY FINANCE
MORE

APPLIANCES, INC.
760 Union - IA. 7-2631
2268 Park Ave. - 33-8507
Open Nights
Frail Parking

ill111111111111111111111111111r

GROUND FLOOR

STERICK BUILDING
'WHIR( 1041(5 111(5 rOu
Gil PRIFIRENTiAi
SIRVIC1"

AS LOW AS $50 DOWN

KNIGHT MOTOR COMPANY
2854 Park Avenue
OPEN EVENINGS TIL 9 P.M.

67-8332 — Phone — 62-0243

LO
AN
S
AUTOS
- FURNITURE
EQUIPMENT

Than

•

Is a reason why people
like to do business with us. It
Is our prompt, friendly sorYlco,
courteous treatment and cloth*
to help you.

Open Thursday Nights
Until 8 P. M.
Closed alt day Saturday

DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
152 MADISON AVE.
Phone IA 5.7611
Heine Owned .Horn. Operated

Poa
"
, rs1
yuiw

•

THE WORLD AGREES
ON "GI LB EY'S PLEASE"

Gilbey's Distilled London Dry Gies
90 Proof. 100% Grain Neutral Spirit!.
W.& A. Gash Ltd., CieinnatOhis

"
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1956

Social Workshop Held
on Tennessee campus

War

-

/ind physical education; East Ten- f
nessee State college, language
arts; Memphis State college, the
arts; Middle Tennessee State college, science and conservation;
Tennesse Polytechnic Institute,
mathematics, and the Univensity
of Tennessee, vocational education. I
CONFAB DIRECTOR
coT
niheerenpcuerpo
wseereofto tdheeveAlo
.par
ctr!..

es of study and to evaluate coursNASHVILLE — Tennessee State June 11 to 16 under the sponsor- es of study already developed as
university played host last week ship of the state department of a guide to the improvement of curto a social studies workshop which , education.
riculum in local school systems.
convened on the campus front, The workshop which featured 18
Consultants were: W. C. Turner,
distinguished educators was held coordinator of instruction, state
in conjunction with a series of six department of education; R. Lee
similar conferences on the cam- Thomas, director of curriculum
puses of Tennessee educational in- and supervision, state department
of education; Dr. A. A. Thompson,
stitutions.
Mingo Scott, Dr. Raleigh Wilson
OTHER WORKSHOPS
l and Dr. H. A. Bowen of the TenOther schools and their work- Inecsee State University faculty.
shop projects were:
Dr. Bowen was director of the
Austin Peay State college, health conference.

Union Held
Guilty Of
Bias Charge

.6114'

Musing: Don't face each day date your coat, provided you.de
with a sense of inability and weak- it with a smile and you d, n't
ness. With such an attitude life give him the impression you're
this
seems TOO MUCH. and discour- mad at him for forgetting
agement sets in. Create within courtesy. Let him know in a
you the realization that Y 0 U,' friendly, unassuming way ttat
HAVE WHAT IT TAKES TO , you expect him to be a gentlet .n,
MEET YOUR RESPONSIBILITY. but not a stuifed-shirt. Use he
same approach on crossing t he
Dear Carlotta:
, . . you can say, with a
street
propit's
I would like to know if
er to hand your date your coat laugh. "Boys on this side. accordif he forgets to put it on for you. ing to Emily Post!" And y oil
And another thing: when walk- might get him interested in etiing with a boy and you cross the quette by explaining how the cusstreet and he forgets to get on the tom originated of boys walking
right side of you how can you next to the street because their
change places with him and not swords ripped their ladies' skirts
embarrass him and yourself too? if they didn't. Also, the men were
C. A. B. supposed to shield the fair damsels from the mud that splashed
Dear C. A. B.
First, it is all right to hand a from carriages in the street.

•

West Memphis
News

CLEVELAND
— (INS) — A
Cleveland union, found guilty of
barring a Negro from member- ,
ship, yesterday faced the possibility of court action unless it complies with the findings of the community relations board.
The International Brotherhood of
Electrical Workers, local, 38, was
found guilty Monday of violating
Mrs. O'Kelley, in
Memphis,
the city's fair employment ordi- I Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Collins, of
Tenn., and his sisters, Mrs. Mamnance by a unanimous vote of the 1 311 N. 10th St., had as their
The Hyde Park Housewives Nevels is director; Mrs. Mar?
guests last Sunday afternoon, their mie Ruth Gammon and Mrs. Wilboard.
League
Unit 12 held its annual Braswell, secretary, and Mrs. Jua.
Steinback,
Memphis,
lie D.
also of
The local was found guilty of Imother Mrs. Eugene Collins, and
REYNOLDS
HARVEY
representative
field
of
tional
HarAlmas
on.
look
This
Hughes
was
Fashion show Sunday, , nita Daniels, reporter.
and
tea
Tenn.
barring Theodore Pinkston, 30, cousin John Albert Prayon.
bany, Ga., in the outdoor
another stuKenning
as
15th
the
ry
the
at
ansession
of
the Mary Wayne Cen- Housewives Leagues Units 8 and
17
June
Mrs.
Mrs. E. Evans and Mrs. H.
from full membership and order- Collins, a graduate of M and I
swimming
at
sponsored
nually
Red
pool
Tennessee
Emily
Pierson,
Cross
Miss
dent,
L.
Models
displayed fashions 6 were present.
ter.
ed to act upon his application fair- college, Holly Springs, Miss., is Turner were hostesses for the go- State university, receives inaquatic school at the Nashville
Macon, Ga., and Tennessee
from 1800 to 1956.
ing
away
pa,rty
honoring
A-2C
ly.
structions from Red Cross nainstitution. (Photo by Clanton
State's swimming coach Thoin Little Rock, Ark., for the Sum- Andrew Fisher on June 20. A-2C
Models were:
If it does not comply with the mer doing special work in Library,
Mrs. Crivens, an 1800 outfit with
Fisher,
who
is
a
grandson
Mrs.
of
board's findings within 60 days it Science at Philander Smith colcomb and fan 85 years old
Evans, and a former student of
a
can be fined $100 daily.
lege.
Wonder High school, leaves f o r
Mrs. Dotson, 1927; Mrs. Nevels,
The board also found George J.
Mrs. Magnolia Jones, of Oak-, overseas duty on June 30.
Mrs. Carrie Smith and Mrs. Ruth tai
4•IPetS
Brown, president of the local, and lawn, Calif., is here visiting
Mrs.
Norma Billops Miss Wilma Ferits business agent, Vincent Slic/d. Mary Winters, of 208 S. 11th st., The many friends of Mr. Dewitt
well, Miss Louise Blanton, Miss
Kilgore, agent for Universal Life
is, guilty of discrimination.
and Mr. and Mrs. A. Evans, of Ins. Co., who lost his mother, Mrs.
Dorothy Jean Jackson, Miss Ruby
Rev. W. E. Morgan, pastor of Held
RACE OR QUALIFICATIONS
318 S. 10th st.
Henderson, Miss Juanita Blakes,
T. Kilgore, on June 12, wish to Matthew Zion Missionary Baptist
ST. LOUIS — (ANP) — Capt.
"We feel we are not guilty," j Eugene O'Kelley, of Newark, express their sympathy to h i m church, Halls, Tenn., served as NASHVILLE — The National Ga.; Clarence R. Hill, Lexington, Walterine Aldridge.
Edward
S. Bolden, first Neare ia
Skodis said.
I N J., is here visiting his mother,, during his hours of sorrow.
master of ceremonies of the pro- Aquatic School representing states I N. C.; Jerald B. Denham, LauMiss Anabelle Braswell, Miss
gram in which aev. B. F. Harris, in the Southeast area of the United 'rel, Miss.; Miss Emily E. Piercy, Geraldine Hayes, Marguerite Har- the history of the St. Louis ponces
pastor of the Miles Chapel CME States and directed by the Amen- Macon, Ga.; Miss Ola M. Evans, ris, Miss Cressie Morgan, Argette department to hold that rank,
church of Ripley, Tenn., was cit- can Red Cross convened for the Orlando, Fla.; Miss Bessie J. Bad- Crivens, O'Neal Crivens, S a m chalked up another "first" last
ed.
15th year on Tennessee State uni- gett, Chattanooga, Tenn., and Wil- Boyd, jr., Janis Fay Gray, Philly week when he was assigned the
command of a police district.
Prayer was offered by Rev. J. versity campus last week.
' ham D. Saunders, Tuscaloosa, Ala. Arnetta Gray, Williams Ross, Alta
Bolden, 51, was one of 19
D. Hutson, pastor of Dyer, Tenn., Purpose of the school is to train
Gray and Miss Mattie Daniels.
and the scripture read by Rev. R. selected men and women to teach SCHOOL DIRECTOR
Hostesses for the evening were assignments announced by A,
G. Murray, pastor of Rigley Chap-, courses in their communities inI Directing the school was Wil- Mrs. Alma Stotts and Miss Doro- Police Chief Joseph Casey. He will
command the Deer Street district.
el and St. John No. 3 of Lake first aid, life saving, water safety. ham T. Rainey, assistant direc- thy Daniels.
County. Mrs. Earline Halliburton, and also to give training in pro- tor of first aid and water safety
Guests included Mr. and Mrs. replacing Capt. William Pleitner
home economics teacher at Laud- gram planning for pools, beach- for the Southeastern area of the McAdams Sloan, Miss Virgie Wil- white, who was assigned to this
erdale High school, brought t h e es and summer camps.
American Red Cross. He was as- liams, Mrs. Magnolia Guy, Wood- chief's office.
welcome and Rev. J. R. Hallibursisted
by Gene Nunnely, R e d ie Daniels, Sam Boyd, D. L. BramThe new district head became
STUDENTS ENROLLED
ton, pastor of Morning Star
Attending the training school at Cross field representative in safe- well, Nathaniel Ross, Miss Alber- a member of the department In Missionary Baptist church, Ripty services for the state of Ten- ta Toaston, Mrs. Freddie; Mr. and October, 1933. He was elevated to
ley, Henning Grove Baptist in Tennessee State were some 30 stu- nessee; Harry Kenney, NationMrs. Noble Gatlin Mr. and Mrs. the rank of detective sergeant in
dents.
They
were:
Charles
RobKnob Creek, Tenn., gave an eloal field representative in first aid Jones, littie Naomi Gray and An- 1941, was named head of the reinson,
Stuart,
Fla.,
James
White,
quent response.
vived narcotics squad in 1951, and
Opelousac, La.; Jake Alford, jr., and water safety; Toussaint Jones dre Matthews.
Rev. Harris as a man, was deMembers present were Mrs. promoted to lieutenant in 1954.
Lake Alfred, Fla.; James Den- of the Nashville fire department;
scribed by Mrs. Anna Faye
and Thomas H. Hughes of the Naomi Gray, Miss Elina Banks,
Moore, teacher in the Golddust mark, jr., Florence Villa, Fla.; university's physical education Mrs, Eva Sim, Miss
Elino Bank, There are about 4.000 women Is.
Consolidated school. An inspira- Lonnie L. Langston, Stuart, Fla.; department.
Mrs. Thelma Bailey. Mrs. Ruby surance agents in the U. S.
Edward
Lewis
Shamell,
Clarkstional poem was presented by its
author, Rev. E. G. Carroll, pastor ville, Tenn.; Claude R. Shockley,
of Ararat Missionary Baptist' Clarksville, Tenn.; Harvey J. Reynolds, Albany, Ga.; James Hamchurch, Trezevant, Tenn.
monds, Augusta, Ga.; Swancy L.
Rev. L. Nelson, pastor of ElBowie, Jackson, Miss.; Harlan C.
eannan Missionary, Whiteville, Burgess,
Asheville, N. C.; JonaTenn., and field representative of
the B. M. and E. State Conven- thon L. Perkins, Lexington, N. C.;
,
tion delivered a forceful sermon. Bennie L. Benson, Asheville, N.
I C.; Robert Moore, Thomasville,
Appropriate music was furnished by the church choir. Mrs. Lin- Ga.; Louis Weldon Hammond, Aiken, S. C. Samuel Neely, Andernie Robinson, Lauderdale High
son,
S. C.; James E. Thompson,
school teacher, was at the organ.
The Stewardess board No. 1, the Shelby, N. C.: Willie James King,
Missionary Society, and the Criter-,Brandenton, Fla.; Xavier L. Ezia club were responsible for the ell, Cromwell, Ala.; Robert 0.
• Dennis, Florence Ala.; Eddie D.
refreshments,
from left are: James H. JohnCITED — Out-of-town relatives
Greer, daughter of Mr. a n d
Out-of-town
guests
were Rev. T.' Walker, Ft. Gaines, Ga.; Billie G.
joined the Interdenominationson, a son•in-law of Rev.
Mrs. Eugene Greer, of TrenM. Smith, secretary of the Trus- Mitchell, Rome, Ga.
al Ministerial Alliance of Lauson, his daughter, a teacher
ton, and Marvin Harris, a neAlso Marvin L. Peeks, Rome,
tee board of Lane college, Mrs.
derdale County. Miles Chapel
Harris; Mrs. Ester L. Johnphew of Rev. Harris and a
T. M. Smith, of Trenton, and Rev. Ga.; Carlton L. Barlowe, Cordele,
CME church and friends in
in Trenton, Tenn.; Rev, liar.
teacher in the Chattanooga
and Mrs. R. E. Honey Sucker, of
citing Rev. B. F. Harris, Miles
ris, pastor of the Ripley Tenn.,
school systems.
Dyersburg, Tenn
Chapel minister. Seen here
church; Miss Easter Frances
Mrs. Roberta Brent, daughters
- —
Misses Jo Ann and Wanda Jean
4 444444 44
& 4 4 4
4
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
It's full steam ahead as script editor Arden Hill
-4-4-4-4-t-t's 4 4
Provlowing a TV show (she Dees to it tha
Brent, and Rev. B. F. Harris athurries to her office at the National Broadcasting
V
they're tasteful and entertaining), Arden enjoy
tended the West Tenn. Missionary
Company. A graduate of Smith College, she was
a Lucky Strike. "Believe me," she says, "I'll be
Meeting at Lane college, Jackson,
a promising actress before joining NBC.
a Lucky fan for a long time to come!"
Tenn., last week conducted unV
Al
der the auspice of the General
M. E. church. This was a wonV
•
derful fellowship meeting designed for leaders being trained by
A
V
missionaries.
•
Professors J. C. Brent, W. W.
A
Mays, F. H. Rhodes, R. Jacox
V
•
and R. Watkins attended the principals meeting at A and I State,
•
university Nashville, Tenn., last
•
week. Profs. G. R. Williams and
L. 0. Gillespie are attending the,'
'V
Smith Hughes Vocational Agricultural Teachers Workshop at A es
V
A
1
I state university this week June
V
A
25-30
A
Joe Neal Sanders and Wardell
a
Lee, recent graduates of LauderA
dale High school, entered the U. S.
Air Force last week.
Miss Jo Ann Brent, daughter of
Prof. and Mrs. J. C. Brent, re- DOC ANDERSON who has been
A
ceived the A. B. degree from absent from the bull fighting areKentucky State college during the na for the past 20 years will make
A
recent graduating exercises in a return appearance at the La
May. She is now taking her vaca- Macarena ring in Ciudan Acuna,
A
, Mexico on July 4. Anderson brags
tion
in Detroit, Mich.
41
,
"IT'S TOASTED"
I that he is the world's oldest, heavEDUCATIONAL TRIP
a
iest,
to taste better!
largest
Morning Star MB church closed
and strongest mats.
•
its Vacation Bible school last Fri- dor. A mining enrineer in Salt
t/ay evening at 6 p.m., with an Lake City, Utah, he is a native
•
impressive commencement exer- of Rossville, Ga.
•
cise. The program consisted of
worship period, memory verses
•
, and songs built around what had
been studied during the week. The
a
School was an asset to the church
A
and community. One hundred fif•
A
teen students were enrolled. Mrs.
Glardis Wright, principal, Miss
6 YEARS OLD
Reather Stewart, Supervisor, Rev.
A
90.4 PROOF
J. R. Hallihurton, Pastor.
"I didn't realize what I'd been missing till I
Bro. Jessie Nance, jr., of Gates
changed to Luckies," says TV editor Arden
Tenn., and Bro. Jimmie Lee Pitts
'Now Iget the extra taste—the better taste—
accompanied Rev. E. G. Carroll
A
last Sunday June 24 to Trezevant,
of Luckies'fine tobacco. And I like it." Luckies
•
in the interest of the Youth of the
taste better because they're made of fine tochurch.
•
bacco that's TOASTED to taste better. Why
4
Miss Mable Cohill, Mrs. Texanna
•
Jones, Mrs. Viola Carroll and Mr.
not light up a Lucky yourself? You'll gay it's
•
John Eisom who are attending
the best-tasting cigarette you ever smoked!
Lane college Summer school en•
joyed an educational trip to Mem•
•
moth Cave in Kentucky last Fri- NAOMI SMITH, 15, homemaking
•
student at the McDuffie Training
day.
school in Thomson, Ga., has been
MAD! BY HIRAM WALKER
IMPORTED WHISKY *
a
elected national president of the
A
IMPORT/ID IN BOTTLI'KOH CANADA WY HERM WALKER Ileounssat.
The Eiffel tower in Paris was New Homemakers of America, and
•
DETROIT, MICHIGAN • BUNDY° CANADIAN WHISKY
the first large structure to be built a as installed during the nationentirely of steel and iron. About al convention at Bethune•Cookman
1014
.
1WWW6WWIMACArete40AMAIdeliklikAgatidereal
"°A.
4
13.000 steel beams and 2,2 million college in Daytona Beach, Fla.
141'-'-'‘I'114.
IA,i.C4
. raaDvar or f.2dasskrafr fri/eaallate,aafy A KNAIC4* miaow oaavracsosaa
rivets were used in the construc- Students from 17 southeaatern
tion process,
i states were represented.

By Tommy Parker

Hyde Park Housewives
In Tea, Fashion Shov;

I

Laujerclale
INews

15th Aquatic School
At Tenn. State.

•
Police Captain
St. Louis
'.Command

„ri

cfn 87,4wth...

hecW'stkiel'
Light as scotch, rich as rye, satisfying as bourbon

TV editor
switches to
Luckies for
better taste

Canadian Club ha.
distinctive flavor ana
character that is
all its own

LIMES TASTE BETTElto
Cleaner, Fresher, Smoother!

I

